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The meeting was called to order at 3.15 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 63 (continued)

REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED BY

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS TENTH SPECIAL SESSION (A/47/887 and Add. 1 and 2,

A/47/902; A/C.l/47/l4)

The CHAIRMAN: I should like to inform the Committee that I have

received from Geneva a letter from Ms. Edith Ballantyne transmitting a message

to the delegations at the resumed session of the First Committee of the

General Assembly from the Women's Gathering to Mark International Women's

Day. The texts of the letter and the message are available at the table

situated at the back of this Conference Room.

I have also received a communication from Mr. Vernon Nichols, Chairman of

the NGO Committee on Disarmament, Inc., which contains a statement by that

Committee and the Special NGO Committee for Disarmament. It is also available

at the table situated at the back of this Conference Room.

GENERAL EXCHANGE OF VIEWS

Mr. AKSIN (Turkey): It is a great pleasure for my delegation to see

you, Sir, presiding once again over the First Committee. Your outstanding

performance while conducting our work during the fall session of the General

Assembly ensures the successful outcome of our deliberations this week.

The end of the cold war has produced a number of changes in the area of

international security. Although the international environment now offers new

opportunities for further progress in arms control and disarmament within the

global framework of maintaining peace and security, it also poses new

challenges~hich require a process of adaptation and revision of the machinery

and the experience that the international community has accumulated during the

cold war era. In this process, the United Nations disarmament machinery must

be given priority so that it will be in line with the llew realities.
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(Mr. Aksin. Turkey)

The present disarmament machinery, if it is fully used, is equipped with

enough instruments with distinct but complementary interrelated functions. we

f'~lly agree with the Secretary-General that we need a coordinated system which

",ouId allow the international commun;'ty to address major disarmament problems

promptly, flexibly nnd efficiently.

We regard the First Committee as the main multilateral forum for the

consideration of all disarmament and arms contrt. issues. Through its

resolutions, especially thL~e adopted by consensus, the First Committee allows

the international community to identify its priorities on the disarmament and

international security agenda. ~he international arms register established in

conformity with resolution 46/36 L demonstrates that this Committee is also

able to make concrete contributions to arms regulation efforts.

- --~----- -----·----------------~~~----------------------~,____~~...t
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(Mr. Aksin. Turkey)

By combining the debates on disarmame~t and international security

issues, the First Committee has successfully implemented its rationalization

programme. We feel, however, thatfurtb.er streamlining efforts are required.

We believe that a serious examination of its agenda will allow the Comrriittee

to reduce substantially the number of agenda items. This in turn will reduce

the number of resolutions, thus permitting us to concentrate our deliberations

on priority issues. The practice of taking up soma items once every two or

three years would also help to rationalize the Committee's work.

As a deliberative body, the Disarmament Commission offers·the possibility

for all Members of the United Nations to discuss a selected number of items

for the purpose of formulating principles and guidelines·for arms control and

disarmaJllent. It provides an open forum to Member· States for detailed

discussions on specific disarmament topics. Its recommendations, reflecting

the consensus of a universal membership, are an uncontested and solid

framework for the deliberations of other arms-control negotiating bodies and

can be used. a a reference for bilateral, regional or multilateral disarmament

negotiations. The reform programme adopted in 1990 has had a positive and

constructive impact on the work of the.Commission. In this context, we

believe that the Commission should be encouraged to make more concrete

recommendations. For this, the member countries should accept that consensus

means compromise and requires a certain degree of flexibility. We ere of the

opinion that a three-item phased agenda can g~ve to member countries, and

especially to those which participate with limited delegations in the work of

the Commission, opportunities to make a more comprehensive contribution.
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disarmament negotiations in an appropriate body, asked the two Governnieilts",tti;

SociaHst Republics and the United States of America were desiroWl ofrenSWilni;f
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It is worth remembering that the Conference. on Dbarmament,.the'bnly

We strongly believethatitishiqh'tilllefortheCon£erence

developed."

discussed and in the process of consultations an acceptable

expan'sionbecama poHticallynecessary;names 'of candidates

either political or geographical'criteria was determined. a. priOri:. Once':

political conditions~ In no case its 'Size 'and the relative influence of

"It should be noted that each expansioD'loias in response tocertai:n

and' prepared. by the Secretariat of.the Conference, .states that:

reMh agreement on the composition of a negotiating body which both they and,

East-West rivalry was very intense. 'An informal paper;, da.ted8 Deceniber 19Q2

the majority of the world could regard as ,satisfactory.

expansions acquired its current name in 1984.

If we do not consider the Ten Nations Committee 'On Disarmameri.t,whi61i
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The Conference on Disarmament, which came to life in 1962 as the

(Mr. Aksin, Turk~y)

disarmament agreements, last revised its composition in 1978,

Conference ,of theEi~hteen~NationCommittee on nis~rmament, after three ~.

General Assembly, after noting that the Govermnents of the Union 'Qf Sovieb'

back ".0 the 1960s. By its resolution 1660 (XVI) of 28 Nov$mber 1"96'l ..' 'the

Disarmamenttopausefo'r another'refIectionexercise.

permanent multila.teral body for tlie< negotb.'tion of arms control. and

.' ,
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(Mr. Aksin, Turkey)

and the necessity to adapt itself to these changes. In the course of this

. exercise, the composition of the Conference merits high priority. The radical

and far-reaching developments ta~ing place in the world compel us to look for

a much wider participation and burden-sharing in che Conference if our

objective is to work out comprehensive disarmament programmes with universal

participation. The Conference should accept the applications of countries

which are ready and eager to contribute to its deliberations. Views in favour

of defending the status quo or limiting the numbers of participants for the

sake of effectiveness and efficiency are no longer tenable.

We welcome the decision of the Conference on Disarmament to appoint two

Special Coordinators to rev~ew the issue of its agenda and its membership.

Paragraphs 14 and 16 of annex 11 of the report circulated as General Assembly

document A/C.l/47/14 indicate that the consultations of the Special

Coordinator in charge of the membership will continue wit~ the aim of

producing an agreed revised proposal for a new composition of the Conference,

and the Conference is intended to report to the General Assembly on the result

of its deliberations on these questions at the end of its 1993 session. We

are fully confident that the Conference will not fail to use fully the

momentum created by the successful conclusion of the chemical weapons

Convention and take the right decision to review its agenda and expand its

composition.

I take this opportunity to recall that Turkey submitted its formal

application for Conferenc~ on Disarmament membership as early as 1982. I do

not have to recall that Turkey is a country with an important military

establishment. Turkey is located in one of the critical regions of the world

..
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(Mr. Aksin. Turkey)

adjoining the Balkans, the Caucasus and the Middle' East. It has taken a keen

interest in disarmam:,nt efforts and participated actively in the negotiations

on the reduction of conventional forces in Europe (CFE). Turkey is in a

unique posi·tion to make a very substantive contributiont.othe work o't: the

Conference. Against this background, Turkey is convinced that it should take

part in the work of the Conference on Disarmament as a full member and expects

its application to be given a fav\Jurable response this time.

The Charter of the United Nations confers on the Sec~rity Council primary

responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security~ At

its meeting at the level of Heads of State or Government on 31 January 1992,

the members of the Security Council expressed their commitment to take

concrete steps to enhance the effectiveness of the United Nations in fields of

disarmament and arms control. They also committed themselves to work to

prevent the spread of technology related to the research for or product'ion of

weapons and to take appropriate action to that end. We believe that the

Security Council can play an important role, especially in the field of

nuclear non-proliferation.

Finally, a few comments on 'the Office of Disarmamen.t Affairs of the

Secretariat. The Office 13 making a valuable contribution to the work of the

United Nations in the field of arms control and disarmament. Implementation

and eventual expansion of the Register of Conventional Arms will likely

increase its task and responsibilities. We believe that, during the

restructuring of the United Nations Secretariat, due attention will be paid' to

the important role of this Office.

In conclusion, we believe that the time is lipe for the United Nations to

revise and reassess its machinery in the field of disarmament and arms control

Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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Pakistan's views on the Secretary-General's report have already been

Mr. ZAKI (Pakistan): I should like to express the happiness of my
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(Mr. Aksin, Turkey)

The historic changes in the international political climate and the

report of the Secretary-General entitled "New dimensions of arms regulation

efforts "and to the proceedings of this resumed session of the First Committee.

and disarmament in the post-cold-war era". We are confident that, under your

delegation at the reconvening of the First Committee in order to discuss the

delegation stands ready to contribute in a constructive spirit to these

with a view to adapting them to the changing political landscape. My"

communicated to the Secretariat. As a member of the Conference on

and that we will achieve positive results.

able chairmanship, Sir, the outcome of the resumed session will be fruitful

Conference on Disarmament on the Secretary-General's report which has been

presented today. We would, however, like to take this oppurtunity to

highlight some aspects of the Secretary-General's report which, in our view,

Disarmament, Pakistan has also associated itself with the result of the

deserve particular attention.

evolving world situation have, with some exceptions, provided us with an

a truly just and equitable system of international peace and security, based

unprecedented opportunity to pursue the process of global disarmament, so that

on mutual trust and confidence among States, is established.*
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(Mr. Zaki,Pakistan)

Disarmament is possible where insec~rity has been eliminated.I~is

equally true that disarmament itself can contribute to reducingtension.,,<J:,t

is therefore essential that' our commitme~tto achiev'inqdi,sarmament l:!hp.~l~db.e

strengthened. and we should stress :i.t5 various aspects with !:e~ewed,resolve

and a heightened sense of urgency.

The three objectives spelt out in theSecretary-General'sreport-

integration, globalization and revitalization· - 0'&1:. serve as usefal i:£dicato~s

in the pursuit of our ultirr.atecommon goal, which is general and complete

disarmament. We should focus our attention on each of these objectives. The

creation of conditions favourable fo·r the' implementation of effective

disarmament measures is dependenton,-the establishment of a fr-amework:which:

ensures the secu~'lty of all States, ir'r~spective of, theirsizeoZ' strenqth.

The United Nations Charter enshrines basic principles which must continue to

guide future endeavours of the international. community in'jts dollective

unde~takingsg whether in promoting disarmament or in encouraqinq prevontive

diplomacy by the United Nations.

In elaborating the t::oricepts ass,oeiated with theterm'''arms regulation" ..

further discussions need to take into account the distinction between arms

regulation anti. disarmament. In the recent peace--keepinq.. pE5acemakinq and

peace-building role of the United Nations, arms regulation'has't:akenthe form

of either preventing armaments from reaching an aggressor eng-aged in an armed

conflict or seeking to disarm parties to an internal conflict. Disarmament,

on the other hand, is a subject with clearly defined objectives in which the

established priorities continue to remain valid. Nevertheless, progress

achieved in important areas, particularly nuclear and conventional disarmament

u. 1
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(Mr. Zaki, Pakistan)

measures between big Powers, underscores the necessity of moving forward in

other areas, such as regional disarmament.

The concept of integration thus requires an approach which seeks to set

in motion a process of global disarmament in the nuclear as well as the

conventional fields, with equal emphasis placed on regional

confidence-building, non-proliferation and disarmament measures in conformity

with the principles of the United Nations Charter.

In discussing qlobalization, the Secretary-General's report refers to

reciprocated unilateral measures adopted by the United States and the Russian

Federation, which resulted in the reduction of their respective nuclear-weapon

arsenals. We strongly believe that such measures are not only possible but

also desirable at the regional and subregional levels as well. However, in

cases where there are vast military imbalances, the main responsibility rests

with the country having the greater military capability and arsenals for

creating a climate of confidence to make progress on disarmament.

lie welcome th.e recognitIon in the Secretary-General's report that the

trend towards regional approaches to disarmament and confidence-building

measures "is to be encouraged" (A/C.1/47/7, para. 16) and that there are

"numerous ways in which regional approaches could enhance the process of

global arms reduction". (ibid.)

This is essentially relevant to the South Asian region, where Pakistan has,

over the years, made a number of proposals for the establishemnt of an

equitable and non-discriminatory regime that would help in keeping South Asia

free of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction.

Since 1974 Pakistan's ~roposal for a nuclear-free zone in South Asia has

been repeatedly endo~sed by the General Assembly. In June 1991 the
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(Mr. Zaki. Pakist;;an)

Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mr. Mohammad Na~az Sharif, proposed the convening

of five-nation consultations between the United States, the Russian

Federation, China, Pakistan and India to ensure nuclear non-proliferation and
establish a nuclear-free zone in South Asia. This proposal has been supported
by four of the five proposed participants and welcom~d by the world

community. We sincerely hope that the one country which has not agreed so far
will also take a positive view.

Pakistan also places great importance on furthering the reduction and

control of conventional weapons, both globally and at the regioanl level. It
is a well-established fact that serious imbalances in conventional forces in
any region e~ance the sense of insecurity and make both conventional-arms

regulation and disarmament, as well as nuclear non-proliferation, difficult.
We have thus proposed several measures for arms r~duction and disarmament in
South Asia, inclUding an agreement between India and Pakistan on a mutually
agreed'reduction of conventional forces to the lowest level of armaments

consistent with security needs.

The Secretary-General's report reflects on certain aspects of

conventional-arms control: arms transfers, transparency and other

confidence-building measures. While fully agreeing with the observation that

"Production overcapaci~iea and surplus equipment in industrialized S~ates

are now increasingly f.leding arms markets in parts of the developing

world"~ (A/C.1I4717. pua. 30)

we believe that arms-producing countries should undertake both to reduce such

production and to regulate and restrict the transfer and 5al& of armaments to

other countries. Arms transfers have links with indigenous production

Ll
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(Mr. Zaki. Pakistan)

capability. Such transfers either heighten an imbalance in military

capability or ameliorate an existing imbalance. Restraints on arms transfers

should reduce but not heighten the imbalance in certain regions, which would

in turn only heighten insecurity and bring closer the threat of conflict.

We agree with 'the Secretary-General's assessment that our goal must

remain to cross the threshold of the post-nuclear-weapon age. The

international community has already taken steps towards the elimination of two

types of weapons of mass destruction - biological and chemical - and it is

time we focused our attention on the total destruction of nuclear weapons and

their elimination from the face of the Earth. We welcome the moratorium on

nuclear testing announced by certain nuclear Powers. We believe that, while a

test ban will check the qualitative development of nuclear weapons and reduce

the dangers of nuclear proliferation, our aim should be th~ ad~ption of a

comprehensive nuclear~test-ban treaty, a goal which the world community has

sought for almost 30 years.

More importantly, pending complete nuclear disarmmd~nt, nuclear-weapon

States are under an obligation to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. These assurances should be extended

to all non-nuclear-weapon States in an unconditional and legally binding

manner.

Nuclear non-proliferation would be readily accepted if it were pursued in

an equitable and non-discri'ninatory manner. The disparity and inequality

between the nuclear and non-nuclear States in the Treaty on the .

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) is well-acknowledged. However,

this difference should not he further a9gravaed by an arbitrary and selective

interpretation of the requirements imposed by the NPT on its parties.
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The verification process is the. linchpin of all d!sa-rtnament agl'eements

at the NPT extension conference# sche~uled for 1995.

those relating to weapons of mass destruction. We are firmly of the· view that
the United Nati"ons must as,sume a central role .. in both verification and the i '"

fields must.. however, be determined in a transparent manner on an equit~le

implementation of disarmament agreements. The United Nations policy· in these'

and is imperative for ensuring the implementation of agreeme:tlts .. particl1i-li!lril"

and non-discriminatory. basis.

Progress towards nuclear disarmQment w~qld'certainly be a major coasi~tion

"
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(Mr. Zaki, Pakistan)

The functioning of the Security Council has been the subject of increased

attention in recent years. We welco~~ the revitalization of the Security

Council, which has enabled it to function more effectively. However, the full

realization of the Security Council's role, as envisioned in the Charter, for

the maintenance of inte~national peace and security through uniform

application of the provisions of the Charter, is crucial to promoting

conditions of global peace and security before the Council can exercise new

responsibilities with respect to promoting the goals and objectives of

disarmament.

Today we have heard that the Secretary-General is considering some

proposals relating to a reform of the multilateral disarmament machinery. Any

change, if it is for the better, should be welcomed. We welcome the move to

rationalize the agenda and the work of the First Committee. However, we must

ensure that the First Committee is not unduly burdened with issues that would

detract from its primary responsibility to address questions related to

disarmament and international security.

On the proposed move of the Office of Disarmament Affairs from New York

to Geneva, the Pakistan delegation is of the view that the issue should be

handled with extreme caution. One of the primary functions of the Office of

Disarmament Affairs is to service the First Committee, the main forum for

deliberating disarmament and security issues. Its presence in New York

facilitates continuous inte~:action among Member States, relevant

non-governmental organizations and the Secretariat. As the United Nations

gets more and more involved in arms-regulation and disarmament matters, it

would be more logical functionally that the concerned department of the

Secretariat should remain at Headquaters, where all United Nations Members are
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The international disarmanL. .:. machinery needs to respond to the new

philosopher, "The future ain't what it used to be".

Mr. PATOKALLIO (Finland): The purpose of this resumed session of

Finland's views on the broader issues raised by the Secretary-General in

(Mr. Zaki, Pakistan)

Machinery is not, or at least should not be, an end in itself. It should

I would like to conclude by expressing the hope that the deliberations of

A/C.1/471PV.42
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expectations for the future. Indeed, to quote a contamporaryAmerican ·sports

realities of a new era. These new realities are very well identified in the

always serve a purpose. It should always produce what is needed at any given

time. The times, we all agree, are radically different. So are our

as a result of that reassessment. I shall therefore confine my remarks to

and, we hope, to reach concrete agreed recommendations for appropriate action

the First Committee is to reassess the international disarmament machinery

reproduced in document A/47/887/Add.2.

strengthening of international peace and security.

his report entitled "New dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament in the

the First Committee at this resumed session will cont~ibute positively to the

First Committee, as well as in my Government's reply to the Secretary-General~

aspects, the judgement should on balance be in favour of keeping the Office of

probably go against such a move. Considering the functional and the financial

~ost-cold-war era" are on record in our 11 November 1992 statement to the

that area.

represented. The question of the cost of relocation, both initial and

recurring, also requires careful evaluation. The cost-benefit factor would

Secretary-General's report.

Disarmament Affairs in New York.

-~"':';·'·.~:~~~._.!••••••1••••••~
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(Mr. Patokallio. Finland)

I would like to fasten particularly on the Secretary-General's concept of

integration. In his view, the time has come for the practical integration of

disarmament and arms-regulation issues into the broader structure of the

.'''·;;'e_;';:£I;;~;L.;;c:,:.;::a=:ii~iilt'~lif£lJ~;:;'G'-1i'Cb~-~,~~""",,,.._iJj_l:'l'·_ffiilw"'fiiiilll·'Fi1o';·'6IIG1·lliI1IJil!\\!iI;illi'i!'il<~s;;;iill",*~MiiiI...I1i·.lIili'IIl1I!l••ill'il£••1I11~IJr'Jili1.. lf.IIIII.II!.I.. II.IE•..llIjl.I.. I.lI.I.~.~lIi';~i:Il~h::·-;S"'?~;:;+;~e~~';
I

There is now an opportunity to begin developing for the First Committee a

international peace and security agenda, and that we now need to realize that

disarmament constitutes an integral part of international efforts to

strengthen international peace and security. We could not agree more.

In terms of the First Committee itself, we should now proceed to the full

Now, for the concept of integration to mean anything in practice, it

Such steps can be taken with respect to the General Assembly as a whole,

needs to be transferred to the operational level. Practical steps are

required to make it happen in terms of the machinery we have.

to the First Committee, to the Disarmament Commission, to the Conference on

some practical steps by itself, and it can suggest such steps for others. In

role as the political and security committee of the General Assembly,

Disarmament and to the Secretariat functions exercised by the Office of

Disarmament Affairs. This resumed session of the First Committee can take

our view, the resumed session should do both.

responsible for the consideration of all disarmament and other political and

security issues of global import. In that sense, its role should be akin to

that of the Second Committee on economic and environmental issues. As such a

the President of the General Assembly with a view to such integration would be

change would impinge on the mandates of other Committees, a joint review under

necessary. In our view, such a review should be conducted during the

forty-eighth session of the General Assembly, if not before.

integration of the consideration of disarmament and international-security

.\
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(Mr. Patokallio, Finland)

T~e Disarmament Commission has already undergone a reformprocess.tt is

Finally I wish to touch upon the role of the Off~ce of Disarmament

Let me reiterate our view: at this point in time, all those who either

Antarctica, should be transferred to where the true experti~e lies - with the

view, that item does not belong in any committee of the General Assembly.

be eligible for membership of the Conference, without any sterile balance

items. One item currently dealt with in the First Committee, the question of

concurrence of the Sixth Committee. Of course, from our nationalpof~tof'

negotiating body on global disarmament issues should be reaffirmed. H~~ever.

important to consolidate the, gains, in particular the implementation. of the

for the Conference to continue credibly to negotiate agreements for which

Clustering similar items under generic headings would also be helpful.

We are gratified that the Conference itself has recently come, round to the

universal adherence is then desired its composition cannot remain as it is.

calculations. Needless to say, Finland considers itself eligible. The

are already members o~ have applied for membership and who have demonstrated a

composition should then be reviewed at regular intervals, say every five

three-item "rolling" agenda.

same view. A quick decision is now required.

Affairs. My delegation looks forward to hearing the Secretary-General's views

case may be.

willingness to contribute to the work of the Conference on Disarmament should

to us obvious, if the logic of the concept of integration is followed through,

on the subject tomorrow. None the less, let me say a few words now. It seems

__________________-'--_--'---'-----'-".....,.!I L . __.1
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(Mr. Patokallio, Finland)

that any practical steps to ensure integration require strong Secretariat

support. Integrating disarmament effectivelr into the broader structure of

the United Nations peace-and-security agenda requires, in our view, that the

Office of Disarmament Affairs work hand in glove with those responsible at

Headquarters for the other parts of that broader structure, whether preventive

diplomacy, peacemaking, peace-keeping or peace enforcement.

It is in this light - integrated effectiveneos and cost efficiency - that

the delegation of Finland will judge any suggestions as to the location of the

operations of the Office of Disarmament Affairs.
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The role of the United Nations in the field of disarmament has been

We believe that the following p~inciples should be taken intcaccount

Mr. CHEW Jian (China) (interpretation from Chinese): The resumed

First, the reform must serve to strengthen and increase, but not to

A/C.1147/PV.42
2i.

played by the existing machinery, and put forth concrete and practic~l

respective goals of the First Committee, the United Nations Disarmament

measures to perfect and improve it in lie"l;; of the re~uirements Of the new

Affairs and their interrelationship, as well as for concrete and

when we deliberate on measures to reform the existing disarmament machinery bf

re-examine the issue today, we must first of all afflrm theposit.ive role

played an important role in bringing about the process of change. When we

Commission, the Conference on Disarmament and the Office of Disarmame~t

the multilateral arms control and disarmament machinery, in particular the

discussed and deliberated in the Disarmament Commission for many years, and a

recommendations on ways and means to enhance the functio~ing and

General Assembly decision 47/422. That decision called for a reassessment

session of the First Committee is being convened today in accordance with

consensus report was produced in 1990, which was unanimously adopted at the

said machinery. I should therefore like to share with you

situation and on the basis of thorough deliberation.

well as in that of the disarmament field. The existing disarmament machinery

significant changes have actually occurred in the international situation as

forty-fifth sassion of the General Assembly. From then on until now,

of the Chinese delegation on the subject before us.

weaken or decrease, the role of the existing disarmament machinery;

the
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e
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Secondly, concrete measures shall be decided upon only on the basis of

the common deliberations by all the countries concerned; and

Thirdly, the reform measures must further facilitate the extensive

participation of the various countries therein. We maintain that, since

disarmament bears upon the security of all the countries of the world, they

all have the right to participate in the discussion and negotiation on

disarmament on an equal footing, irrespective of their geographical location,

difference in size and strength, and level of development. In view of the

actual circumstances obtaining in the developing countries, the reform

measures ought to facilitate the exercise of their right therein.

The First Committee of the General Assembly, a body specialized in

dealing with questions of disarmament and international security, constitutes

a major forum in which all the United Nations Member States participate in the

discussion thereupon. It has been borne out by history that the work of the

First Committee has been fruitful. However, its methodologies and procedures

should be constantly improved in order to increase its efficiency. Since

1990, the successive sessions of the First Committee have made efforts

theretowards and made certain progress. During the current session of the

General Assembly, the First Committee combined the discussion of disarmament

issues with that on issues of international security, thus saving time and

raising efficiency, which marked a successful step as well as a good beginning

of reform.

The Disarmament Commission, a special deliberative body within the

multilateral disarmament ma~hinery of the United Nations, can conduct in-depth

discussions on some priority issues in the field of disarmament, come up with

concrete proposals and work out some guidelines so as to move the disarmament
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process forward. The Chinl'e delegation supported and actively participated

in the work of the rational adjustment of the agenda items. We therafore are

of the opinion that it is desirable for the Disarmament Commission to switch

over to the three-item phased approach. as contained in resolution 47/54 A,

adopted by the current session of the General Assembly, lor it will enab'.,~ the

Commission to concentrate on the deliberation of priority items and improve

its efficiency.

The Geneva Conference on Disarmament, the sole global negotiating body

for multilateral disarmament, plays an irreplaceable role. We are not going

to make further comments on the reform of the Conference, which, we believe,

falls within its own purview to decide.

On the involvement of the Security Council in the work of disarmament,

the Chinese delegation wishes to point out that the deliberation and

negotiation on arms control and disarmament issues should, in the main, be

conducted within the existing United Nations disarmament machinery, so as not

to divert the strength of the Security Council, which has a burdensome

workload.

As an important component of the United Nations Secretariat, the

Department of Disarmament Affairs - now the Office of Disarmament Affairs - is

an energetic and effective agency, which has done much in providing

coordination within and services to the United Nations disarmament machinery.

The Chinese delegation wi~hes to extend its appreciation for the job well done

by the Office of Disarmament Affairs and holds that its role should,

therefore, be strengthened by guaranteeing adequate personnel and funding

commensurate with the requirements of its tasks.

,.tIt
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Mr. KHANDOGY (ukraine): The delegation of Ukraine welcomed the

decision of the General Assembly to reconvene meetings of our Committee f.or

the purpose of reassessing the multilateral arms-control and disarm~nent

machinery.

Some ;night say, however, "Don't fix a car if it ain't broken", But it .is

also true that any machine requires regular tune-ups and, once in a w:liXG, a

complete overhaul, especially after a long journey on rough terrain.

The present disarmament machinery was put in place way back in 1978 at

the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, and

since then we have made only minor, thl"1h important, adjustments. Moreover,

the United Nations framework in which disarmament has been pursued was created

in the course of the cold war.

My delegation shares the view expressed in the Secretary-General's report

"~ew dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era"

that

"this machinery should be reassessed in order to meet the new realities

and priorities of our time". (A/C.l/47/7, para. 43)

In our opinion, it is incumbent upon all Members of the United Nations to

design a multilateral disa~mament structure that will be able to respond in an

efficient manner to the new challenges facing the ints~national community.

It is the view of my delegation that such a structure can be viable if we

all recognize the interrelationship between disarmament and international

security as its main pillar and harmonize the efforts of tn~ existing

multilateral security and disarmament bodies.

We w~re especially pleased to see this concept receive wide support last

fall when the First Committ~e discussed disarmament and security items in one

single 9

practice

decision
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Ell
,

single general debate. The delegation of Ukraine is convinced that this

practice should be preserved and expanded to in~lude the agenda and the

decision-making prccess. We think it important to look at the agenda of our

Committee in the context of the aforementioned report of the

Secretary-General, in which he emphasizes that

"the time has come foi:' the practical integration of disarmament and arms

regulation issues into the broader structure of the international peace

and security agenda". (ibid., para. 4)
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In the bridging of the gap between multilateral disarmament and

international security, a key role belongs to the Security Council. In this

connection I cannot fail to recall the untiring efforts of many countries, and

especially of the late Ambassador Xenon Rossides of Cyprus, in pursuing the

idea of greater Security Council involvement in disarmament matters. The

delegation of Ukraine closely cooperated with those countries in this field

during the forty-second and forty-third sessions af the General Assembly, and

indeed made its own contribution in the form of working papers submitted in

the Disarmament Commission, and at th~ third special session of the General

Assembly on disarmament, regarding revitalization of Article 26 of the Charter

of the United Nations.

We are proud to see that those ideas are n~w getting wide support from

the international community and that the Security Council is participating

actively, in a variety of ways, in the implementation of various disarmament

measures. In this reg~rd, my delegation would like to voice its strong

support for the Secretary-General's proposal concerning the enhanced role of

the Security Council in the field of disarmament, and in particular the

enforcement of non-proliferation.

This issue is of particular importance to Ukraine because my country

voluntarily opted for non-nuclear status, and in this ~ontext we believe that

the Security Council, especially its permanent members, can be instrumental in

resolving the question of guarantees of our national security. Of course,

there are a number of obligations concerning guarantees towards non-nuclear

States to which nuclea~ Powers have already subscribed. But it is of

importance to us that they be confirmed in the context of Ukraine's

acquisition of the status of non-nuclear-weapon State •

inter
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If the concept that disarmament constitutes an integral part of

international efforts to strengthen international paace and security - as

referred to in the Secretary-General's report - is to be realized, what will

be required, in my delegation's view, is substantial strengthening of the

United Nations Secretariat's capacity to deal with the new realities. An

administrative decision to bring both the Se~urity Council and the Office of

Disarmament Affairs into the Department of Political Affairs was an important

step in the right direction. We believe that even further integration of

these two important branches is necessary.

In this connection, my delegation is concerned about the intended

splitting up of the Department of Disarmament Affairs and the possible

transfer of a part of it to Geneva. At a time of a growing tendency towards.

consolidating disarmament efforts with a view to making them part and parcel

of security and even peace-keeping arrangements, such a step could be

counterproductive. We are looking forward to hearing an explanation by the

Secretary-General concerning the rationale of this decision, and of course we

respect his prerogatives in these matters.

At the same time, we want to stress that whatever decision is taken, it

should not affect the Secretariat's capacity to service the First Committee,

the Disarmament Commission and other disarmament forums here. Moreover, it is

important to retain in New York an effective, strong Centre for Disarmament

adequately staffed and equipped to carry out important functions at United

Nations Headquarters.

I should now like to say a few words about the activity of the Conference

on Disarmament, to which my Government affords a great deal of attention.
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We fUlly agree with the conclusion contained in the recent report of the

Conference of Disarmament that

"As the sole multilateral disarmament negotiating forum of the

international community, the Conference therefore has an increased role

to play". (A/C.1/47/l4, para. 9)

Ukraine, a State that inherited from the former USSR an enormous military

potential, both conventional and nuclear, has stated on several ~ccasions its

desire to participate fully in the negotiation of multilateral disarmament

agreements. My delegation wishes to reiterate now our support for an

expansion of the Conference on Disarmament that will reflect today's realities

and emphasize that disarmament is a collective responsiblity of States. We

should like to assure the members of the Conference on Disarmament of our firm

commitment to pursue disarmament objectives actively and of our readiness to

engage in constructive coooperation in this area with all members of the

Conference.

The delegation of Ukraine was pleased to learn of the decision of the

Conference on Disarmament to appoint Ambassador O'Sullivan of Australia as

Special Coordinator to review the issue of membership, and we are looking

forward to working closely with him on this matter.

In conclusion, the delegation of Ukraine would like to exprs$s the view

that it is absolutely essential to crown our current deliberations by

meaningful recommendations adopted by c~nsensus. We are fully aware that

consensus is not the only method of adopting decisions in the General

Assembly; but in this particular case any decision other than a unanimous one

would greatly diminish the chances of its implementeaion - if not ruin them

altogether.
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I wish merely to comment on

Mr. BERDERNIKQV (Russian Federation) (interpretation from Russian):

First, I should like to welcome you, Mr. Chairman, the Director of the Office

I should like to draw representatives' attention to the letter from the

~ussian diplomacy.
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of Disarmament Affairs and the Secretary-General of the Conference on

The far-reaching changes in the world, characteri~edby an end to global

confrontation, are opening real prospects for p~ogress in strengthening

international security. But the current transitional stage has been marked by

differences.

In these circumstances the work of the United Nations in preventing and

generation of crises resulting from territorial, ethnic and religious

eliminating conflicts inevitably involves the inclusion of the question of

growing instability, continued armed conflicts and the appearance of a new

proof of this may be found in the report of the Secretary-General entitled

disarmament in international efforts in the sphere of ~ecurity and preventive

Nations support for the entire process, are in keeping with the approaches of

diplomacy. United Nations work along these lines has already begun. Clear

Disarmament. I wish all of you success in carryinq out your important work.

of integration, globalization and revitalization, with increased United

representatives have the do:ument before them.

"New dimensions of arms regulation and disa~mament in the post-cold-war era".

Foreign Minister of Russia addressed to the Secretary-General (A/47/9Q2).

The basic provisions of that document, and in particular the threefold concept

That letter sets forth our conceptual approaches to this most important area

of world politics. I shall not go into all of this in detail, since

the following aspects.

" .
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(Mr. Berdennikov,
~ussian Federation)

It is particularly important to mobilize the efforts of the international

agreements that have already been concluded. Another task of the first

community for the effective and consistent implementation of the disarmament

importance is the coordination of disarmament with steady economic growth in

their military production capacity. Absolute priority should be given to

countries that have set forth on the path to disarmament by conversion of

efforts in the area of non-proliferation of all types of weapons of mass

destruction and their delivery systems. The most important link in this chain

is strengthening the Treaty on the Non-PrOliferation of Nuclear Weapons and

transforming it into a universal agreement which will remain in effect

,-I
I I
~ ,

indefinitely. As the Foreign Minister of Russia emphasized in his letter,

"We have serious concerns about the fact that accession to the

non-proliferation Treaty is sometimes surrounded with additional

conditions and is depicted as a special 'concession' to the international

community, for which the latter must 'pay a price'." (A/47/902, p.3)
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(Mr. Berdennikov,
Russian Federation)

Positive things have happened too, of course, including the decision of

Belarus to accede to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of-Nuclear Weapons

(NPT) as a non-nuclear State. We welcome that important and-wise decision.

Also of particular importance today iRtha inclusion of a disarmament

element in the process of safeguarding security and finding global and

regional solutions to crises. United Nations auspices a~e most appropriate in

a process of reducing the military potential of States and building greater

openness and trust. We would suggest also that. using its authority and

monitoring capabilities, the United Nations should severely limit the choices

open to participants in internal ethnic conflicts with respect to their means

of military struggle; such limitation could prevent those conflicts from

growing into major international crises. In our view, such restrictions

should apply first of all to combat aircraft, to missile and artillery systems

and to armoured-force technology. We could thus consider drafting a kind of

code of conduct for parties to ethnic conflicts with a view tominiroizing

destruction and losses among the civilian population and to defusing "hot

spots".

It is time for a purposeful review of the functioning of multilateral

disarmament machinery. The three bodies established in this area - the First

Committee. the Disarmament Commission and the Conference on Disarmament -

remain very important. In the context of streamlining them, we must consider

the question of the most effective way of defining their roles and the way in

which they would interact under the new conditions.

One positive step already taken 15 the merging of disarmament and

international security issues in the work of the First Committee. It is
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important to continue and expand this process, bearing in mind all aspects of

international security, including its economic and environmental aspects. In

principle, we have no objection to reducing the number of General Assembly

committees dealing with" these issues. We also consider it important to

continue improving the agenda of the First Committee, for example by removing

confrontational items that are not in keeping with the times.

The work of the Disarmament Commission also needs to be improved. The

Commission, in turn, could then help rationalize the First Committee's work.
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We welcome the work, begun at Geneva, to update the Conference on

Disarmament. In our view, it is necessary to reaffirm the independent status

of the Conference on Disarmament as the body which engages in multilateral

negotiation in this sphere and operates on the principle of consensus.

The time has certainly come for deciding the question of the composition

of the Conference. It seems possible to consider a significant increase in

the number of members of the Geneva forum, perhaps to about one and a half

times the present number. In our view, that would help meet the legitimate

interest of many States in participating in the Conference's work, an interest

which they demonstrated quite some time ago by applying for observer status in

the Conference. New States members of the Conference on Disarmament would, of

course, have to observe all international agreements in this area.

We think it important in our analysis of the disarmament machinery also

to consider improved interaction with the appropriate international

organizations such as. the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the

organization to be established for the banning of chemical weapons.

I"!;'
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Russian Federation)

We welcome the Secretary-General's intention tos.treng~en the Office of

Disarmament Affairs~ which is the key Secretariat link in the disarmamer-'

chain, by providing it with appropriate staffing and funding within the

context of existing resources.

Very careful attention must also be given to the question of

centre of gravity of the Office of Disarmament Affairs to Geneva. We cannot

help noting that Geneva is the site of the work of the Conference on

Disarmament and of conferences on the effectiveness of existingtreatiel3 and

that the most important national experts in the field are concentrated there.

Decisions in this matter must, of course, be taken with due regar~ for the

real Secretariat staffing needs of the competent forums that meet at New York

- the Disarmament Commission and the First Committee - and the work and the

decisions would also have to be financially justified.

Russia is ready to continue an objective and constructive dialogue with

all interested States on ways and means of enhancing the effectiveness of. the

multilateral disarmament process.

Mr. CARDENAS (Argentina) (interpretation fromSp~!l;~~t:_ I wish at

the outset to thank the Secretary-General for

dimensions of arms regUlation and disarmament

(A/C.1/4717).

This resumed session of the First Committee provides ausaful opportunity

for us to consider~ and briefly state our viaws on, the multilateral

arms-control and disarmament machinery.

My GovlE<rnment believes that in this changing world mankind has an

unprecedented window of opportunity; the challenge is to take advantage of

that opportunity.
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As a contribution in that area, on 16 and 17 March 1993 my country will

It is also important, in our view, that the process of conflict

Argentina has an action-oriented, positive attitude towards the changes

resources in building the new edifice. If they are to be effective, the

that are taking place. We are ready to cooperate within the limits of our

nature, organs and spheres of competence in the disarmament and

machinery at all levels. We agree with the Secretary-General that it is time

joint will of Member States. In that context, we support a review of that

international situation.

international-security areas within the United Nations must stem from the

disarmament machinery, so that it can be made to meet the needs of the current

serve as host to a regional seminar organized jointly by the Office of

measures is important and should be encouraged and that the United Nations

Register of Conventional Arms is a practical measure of great importance.

disarmament. We agree with the Secretsry-Genera1's comment that the trend

settlement should be buttressed by concrete measures of arms control and

for all Member States to participate in an assessment of the Organization's

towards transparency in the area of weaponry and other confidence-building

Disarmament Affairs and the Argentine Foreign Ministry.
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We aqree with the Secretary-General that the SecudtyCoun,cilmigbtwish

be inteqrated into multilateral instruments in suchawayastoensur~

As regards the Flrst. Committee' s agenda, we·. favour

In connection with the First Committee, ever since

The Disarmament Commission, as a deliberative'orga.nwi'i::h univer:sal-

implementation of non-proliferation measures.· The.referencet.c.theSecu.rity

effective compliance. We also believe that we should take <ad'irantaqeof the

to play a more important role lnthe area of dlsarmament.,'especiallyin,'the

East-West conflict we have noted that there have. been c:Jreaterpossibilities

Council in the chemical weapons Convention is an example of hoW-that body

the number' of resolutions that have been .adopted_withollt.,.;a.;¥ot~

conclusions to be drawn from the work of the_Spec~C!~cC::.?~~_:S_S-~.()~j:rea1:ed-~y....._._ =~==-,-,.,..c,

Security CouDcil resolution 687 (1991).

that r~solutions of this Committee should reflect existing security concerns.

for cooperation and constructive·dialoque. Proof of this is the

better than the past proHfera~ion of draft resolutionsthatenuncia.ted

the groupin~ of related, t:omplementary issues.. "ealso

consolidation of thegenell'aldebate on the subjects Of

abstract concepts of only relative interest

international security, which has streallll1n,edthe work oft-he-

than common positiollS.

In that r,,;ard, we welcome the trend towards fewer resolutioIlS: it is far-

membership, allows certain issues to be debated in a pre-negotiationstage.
~ ,•.. , ... .

It also allows a conceptual analysis that could contribute to substantive

embodied in the document adopted in 1990,·resulted~nthepreparationof'a·

debate in other forums. The process of reform of the Disarmament. Commission,

.' ,
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programme conducive to the achievement of substantive results. The adoption

in 19~~ or guidelines and recommendations relating to objective information on delegat

military matters is an example of how concrete results can be achieved when goes a1

all States combine their political will. efforts

~s regards the Conference on Disarmament, Argentina reaffirms its role as At

a multilateral negotiating body on disarmament agreements. Expansion of its respons

membership ought, we believe, to be predicated on an agreement to preserve its strengt

efficiency and effectiveness. We support the efforts to widen the m~mbership
arms re

to include States that could play relevant roles in negotiations, especially

in the implementation of future agreements on disarmament and arms control.

docume

The successful conclusion of the chemical weapons Convention demonstrates the intern

usefulness ot a multilateral body in which all the regions of the world are integr

represented. belief

Finall~' as regards the role of the Office of Disarmament Affairs, arms-cc
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~AYEWAH (Nigeria): The Nigerian delegation is delighted to note

believe that it should ha.ve the minimal capacity necessary to carry O<.'it \..~

Assembly. Accordi~glYr we should bear particularly in ~ind the additional

tasks assigned to it by the various resolutions adopted by the General

Committee since the inception of h~s chairmanship in September 1992, and for

functions which that Office has assumed, iucluding the ~3~ag~ment of the

registry ef conventional weapons created by the resolution 46/36 L.

with satisfaction the manner in which Mr. Elaraby has steered the work of this

and locations up to this tine. We are confident that the diplomatic skill

the efforts he has deployed in carrying out consultations at different levels

with which h~ has ~a~cied u~ thus far will lead us to the successful outcome

of our dell! ;;:.·:tions during this resumed session. In this connection, my
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(Mr. Ayewah, Nigeria)

delegation wishes to assure him of its full cooperation v Our appreciation

goes also to the other members of the Bureau and the Secretariat for their

efforts.

At a time of far-reachinq changes in the international situation and in

response to a timely request by the Security Council for a more efficient and

strengthened United Nations, Nigeria considers the report "New dimensions of

arms regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-'Kar era" to be a useful

document which invites us all to an evaluation of our Organization's

achievement in the area of d!sarmament ~d its effect on the maintenance of

international security. Nigeria fully endorses the conceptual themes of

integration, globalization and revitalization contained in the report, in the

belief that they are the right prescriptions for e practical disarmament and

arms-control agenda to meet the challenges of the pos~-cold~war era.

The present international situation presents us with an explosive world,

with bloody Wli.X"S raging in every region and widespreadpoverty'andsocial

deprivation threatening the existence of nations and extinguishing all

glimmers of hope for internally sponsored revival. It is becomingu.ore

imperative than ever to turn swords into ploughshares and give disarmament the

pre-eminence thC't it deserves by integrating it into all facets. of solutions

to national, regional and international problems. Naturally, the United

Nations is expected to assume an ever-increasing role in seeking, ~oordinating

and promoting prescribed solutions at the multilateral level.

There is a wide recognition that the post-cold-wQr era presents a great

opportunity for multilateralism on which the international community must

capitalize. This is therefore the time when multilateral arms control and

disarmament stand the greatest chance of success if th~ political will
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However, an ope~-ended membership is not, to us, desirab1e. Perhaps an

additiona1 12 to 15 members cou1d adequate1y cover a11 regions and tendencies

of the globe. The agenda for the forum needs a1so to be more practical and

coordinated with that of the United Nations Disarmament Cornmission.

Negotiations may be faci1itated on an item which has been de1iberated upon in

the Commission and on which some consensus has been achieved.

The Disarmament Commission is a very important forum that serves as a

link between the First Committee, which gives the mandate for the negotiation,

and the Conference on Disarmament, which negotiates disarmament and

arms-contro1 agreements. The Disarmament Commission is undergoing a process

of reform which has rendered it more productive. The recent1y completed set

of guide1ines and recommendations by that body on objective iniormation on

mi1itary matters by that body will no doubt faci1itate work on transparency in

armament at the Conference on Disarmament. This is the type of positive

interre1ationship that we must further promote among the three forums. We

sha11 a1so support any constructive plan to improve ~he working methods of the

First Committee, without hindering substantive participation by delegations of

deve10ping and small States in the sessions.

Peace-keeping has become very important, and it shou1d be given al1 the

attention it deserves. However, disarmament efforts shou1d not be made to

suffer a diminution of emphasis or interest in the process. As to the

suggestion or prospect of a merger of disarmament and peace-keeping issues

under the First Committee, my de1egation is of the view that this wou1d di1ute

discussions on either subject area. There is every like1ihood that

disarmament issues wi11 be pushed to the back burner, while an open-ended,
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painstaking and extended type of discussion or deliberation, such as currently

takes place in the First Committee, will negate the capacity for the quick

executive actions needed in peace-keeping. Disarmament and peace-keeping are

two important axles around which the work of our Organization revolves. We

re

de

re

cannot afford to downgrade either of them in any manner. of

The ongoing reforms in the United Nations Office of Disarmament Affairs

must be aligned with the needs of the international community in the area of

disarmament. The responsibilities devolving on this Office are growing. More

than ever the Office needs to promote disarmament at all levels through

regional activities. This is in addition to its new responsibilities of

maintaining the Register of Conventional Arms Transfers and promoting safe

weapon-disposal and conversion of military industrial complexes as disarmament

progresses. Adequate funding and personnel must be ensured for this Office,

without necessarily increasing the overall budget of the United Nations. It

is with this in mind that Nigeria feels that one needs to consider the

financial implications of movement or partial movement of the Office to

Geneva - be5ides other concerns, such as effective coverage of disarmament

matters by States without representation at the United Nations Office in

Geneva.

Nigeria believes that the time has come when the international community

must build on past achievements and aim at universality of membership in the

various disarmament and arms-control regimes. For this purpose,

discriminatory provisions in some of these regimes must be removed. As long

as some States remain outside these regimes we cannot be guaranteed

non-proliferation of the weapons concerned. In fact, we shall not be able to

.. 1
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retain members within these regimes. This opinion 'is widely shared, as can be

deduced from the views submitted by Member States, including Nigeria, on the

report of the Secretary-General.

Reading through those views. we note the convergence of opinion in favour

of maintaining and strengthening the existing machinery of the United Nations

for disarmament and arms control. There was also wide support for the

enlargement of the membership of the Conference on Disarmament and for a

review of its agend~ to reflect current realities. Many delegations

considered nuclear-arms control and disarmament to be the priority issue,

followed by other weapons of mass destruction. They equally noted the

necessity for regional disarmament and confidence-building measures .for a more

secure world. What that means to us is that the priority objectives in

disarmament as agreed in 1978, during the first special session of the

Assembly on disarmament, are still valid and that the post~cold-war era

presents a unique opportunity for unimpeded operation of the established

machinery to achieve those objectives and lay the foundation for a future

where disarmament and arms control will become part and parcel of national

pOlicies and international relations.

Mr. TELLES RIBEIRQ (Brazil): My delegation welcomes this

opportunity to address, under your able chairmanship, Sir, the question of

enhancing the functioning and efficiency of the multilateral arms-control and

disarmament machinery. We look forward to listening to the

Secretary-General's statement tomorrow. Its contents are sure to receive

thorough and careful consid)ration by all delegations in the course of this

week's work.

.~.
!
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(Mr. Telles Ribeiro. Brazil)

Without prejudice to a more detailed assessment to be made at a later

stage in the light of that statement and the comments made by other

delegations, I wish to present my delegation' s general view on the rQ1e~ .',.

the First Committee, the United Nations Disarmament Commission and the

Conference on Disarmament and their interrelationship, as well as the role of

the Office of Disarmament Affairs.

The Final Document of the tenth special session of the General Assembly,

-adopted by consensus in 1978, stated in a comprehensive and organic way the

specific tasks to be undertaken by each of the main bodies concerned with

disarmament within the United Nations system. In this regard, the work

accomplished by the negotiators of all delegations, from large and small

countries, 15 years ago was truly memorable.

Unfortunately, the prevailing realities of that time did not allow the

international community to achieve resolute progress towards the lofty goals

enshrined in the Final Document, nor proper functioning of the well-balanced

machinery foreseen therein. The inability of 'the second and third Assembly

sessions on disarmament to reaffirm and further advance the 1978 consensus

was, in this ~egard, a sad ~ef1ection of the standstill reached by the

international community in the so-called second cold war era.

Today we are witnessin9 dramatic and far-reaching transformations of the

international scene, in the wake of what has come to be known as the

post-co1d-war era. The demise of the bipolar dialectic of mutual annihilation

has brought with it a renewed search for a multilateral logic of joint

preservation. On the posL:ive side, mechanisms that had been paralysed for a

long time, such as the Security Council, are springing back to life and
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experiencing a process of revitalization, exercising the roles assigned to

them by the drafters in 1945. On the negative side, some new, and many old,

threats to peace and stability are maki~q even more urge~t the search for

truly collective security at a universally lower level of armaments.

It is therefore high time that the multilateral machinery of disarmament

started effectively fulfilling the tasks assigned by the international

community in 1978, just as the Security Council is beginning to function in

the way foreseen in 1945. In both cases, the crucial factor is the political

will.
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The way machinery works depends not only on the adequacy of its features

The Conference on Disarmament should continue to perform its role as the

The First Committee, as the universal body most appropriate for the

identification of relevant issues and determination of priorities on the

multilateral disarmament agenda, should continue to deal with questions of

for its purposes, but also on the competence and dedication of its operators.

A/C.l/47/PV.42
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universal and democratic body, its resolutions and decisions reflec~ the sense

of the international community regarding those crucial security questions that

affect all nations large and small. Recent trends in the debates in the

General Assembly point clearly to more pragmatic and result-oriented actions

based on ever-increasing consensual perceptions.

(Mr. Telles Ribeiro, Brazil)

Tha United Nations Disarmament Commission, as the specialized

disarmament and related international-security questions. As a truly

deliberative body within the United Nations disarmament machinery for in-depth

phased approach, which will further enhance the Commission as an agile and

disarmament issues, is the universal forum for consensus-building on themes

Commission has been engaged in a reform process over the last few years, and

deliberations and submission of concrete recommendations on specific

and concepts relevant to the furthering of disarmament efforts. As mentio~ed

it has already achieved a considerable measure of success. It is of

the current process, which this year will be reaching a crucial stage, in

in the statement of the Chairman of the Commission this morning, the

order to pave the way for the implementation, from 1994 on, of a three-item

productive component of the disarmament machinery.

fundamental importance that all delegations continue to give their support t~

single multilateral disarmament negotiating forum of limited size, taking
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heard the President of the Conference, who referred to the important work

through after the completion of the chemical weapons Convention. Thanks to

consultations on non-proliferation in all its aspects. These decisions, taken

membership, but the expansion should not affect negatively its

and effective multilateral treaties was once again underscored by the

finalization of the c~emical weapons Convention last year. This morning we

expeditiously and demonstrate its members' sense of purpose with a view to

A/C.1/47/14. It emerges clearly from the document, which expresses the

ad hoc committees - nuclear-test ban, negative security assurance, outer space

at the very outset of its 1993 session, allow the Conference to start its work

was able to agree on its agenda for 1993 and on the establishment of four

the existence of a true spirit of compromise and collaboration, the Conference

is a strong common awareness of the important period the Confe~ence is to go

operationa1ity. Its continuing contribution to the establishment of binding

organizational matters. Brazil had the honour to preside over the Conference.

under way in that forum, both on substance and on important procedural and

in the first four weeks of the year, and it was gratifying to see that there

decisions on the basis of consensus. We support a limited increase in its

satisfaction the two reports of the Conference contained in document

collective view of that body, that the Conference, although recognizing that

obtaining results in these crucial areas. My delegation also noted with

role as the sole negotiating body in the field of disarmament.

considers that it can best serve the international community by performing its

its work and structure have to be attuned to the new times we are living in,

d
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There is thus a fundamental interrelationshi~ and complementarity among

the three bodies, for whose enhancement and dynamization the international

will examine very attentively the suggestions to be presented by the

It is also relevant to say that for a proper functioning of t~\ese three

bodies, it is fundamental to strengthen the Office of Disarmament Affairs by

My delegation is ready to participate in an active and constructive way

A final word on the question of the involvement of the Security Council

Mr. YOO (Republic of Korea): On behalf of the delegation of the

providing it with adequate staff and resources. In this regard~ my delegation

community is called upon to demonstrate its full political will.

non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. We believe that this matter

secretary-General for the enhancement of that Office.

in disarmament matters, particularly in the enforcement of the

should be considered very carefully in the light of the relevant provisions of

Republic of Korea, I should like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for convening

relating to disarmament machinery in the post-cold-war era. Given your

results at the pnd of this resumed session of the First Committee.

the United Nations Charter.

in the discussions in the coming days, with a view to achieving meaningful

this resumed session of the First Committee to consider a number of questions

distinguished leadership, the resolve of delegations to tackle the problems in

a rational and action-oriented manner and the effective support of the

in strengthening future endeavours in disarmament.

Secretariat, my delegation is confident that this session will be successful

I
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Assisted by the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research and the

To start with, the RepUblica! Korea sees no reason for fundamental

Meanwhile, the United Nations Disarmament Commission prvides a forum for

(Mr. YQOe Republic of Korea)

Al4718871Add. _.

Regarding the existing organizations, my delegation believes that

that all three bodies face a number of problems in their ?rganization and

attention should be focused on ensuring more efficient and rational

Committee and excessive keynote speeches in the Disarmament Conwission, to

functioning of each of these three forums. It is important to acknowledge

such activity.

reform of the tripod structure of the Firsc Committee, theUni~ed Nations

negotiation is conducted in the Confe~ence on Disarmament, the sole body for

relationships between these groups.

during the session.

maintenance, such as the many duplicate items ~n the agenda of the First

in-depth deliberation and analysis of more specific issues, while treaty

examined more closely in the future with a view t.o attaining qreatt:!r

name but two. It is my delegation's hope that these practices willbe~

setting the agenda for disarmament.

United Nations study groups, the First Committee functions as an umbrella

efficiency.

organization for disarmament issues and serves to identify problem areas while

only a few key points which I believe it is particularly _relevant to consider

disarmament in the post-cold-war er~"·.are cont,ained in,~ocument.

Disarmament Commission and the Conference on Disarmament, or of the functional
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(Mr. Yoo. Republic of Korea)

The next issue I shauld like to addreEs is the composition of the

Confere~ce on Disarmament~ JU which my delegation places special importance.

We have already heard a wide range of views suggesting various formulas for

expanding the membership of the Conference. My delegation believes that all

nations that wish to jcin the Confarence should have the opportuninty to do

so. In fact, we believe the substantial expansion of membp.rship goes hand in

hand with the concept of globalization, so eloquently presented in the report

of the Secretary-General, and that the contribution by new members could

furthEL he~p existing disarmament efforts.
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If the Conference on Disarmament cannot afford to accept all the nations

that wish to join, and if, for reasons of efficiency, the Conference needs to

have certain crite~ie for expansion, we would suggest that the following

points be given serious consideration. New membership should be drawn from

countries directly involved in major international tension, whose disarmament

would help to reduce that tension; countries that have the desire and ability

to contribute to disarmament: and countries with considerable military

capability and military industries.

;
hnK~·

~ 1 I

i'
1

I ~

. i
I:

believe that to do so effectively some basic data should be made available,

I should also like to mention that, over the past few years, the United

Membership should also appropriately reflect geographical distribution.

Whether the Conference on Dis~rmament should be expanded or not is a moot

Consequently, we feel that there is a need to seriously consider how we

Affairs staff. My delegation joins others in requesting that the

imposed ever-increasing demands on the Office of Disarmament Affairs.

supports a proposal to allocate more resources to the Office. However, we

can best strengthen the Office of Disarmament hffairs, and my deleg.ation fully

Nations has made notable progress in the field of disarmament, such as the

be finalized during the current session of the Conference on Disarmament.

including the number and r~spon6ibilities of current Office of Disarmament

expansion is to be brought about. As the Conference is a product of the cold

question, I believe. Rather, today's concerns are focused on how such

implementation of the Register of Conventional Arms. Thi5 has inevitably

war, its membership clearly must be modified to reflect present ch~~ges in the

world. In this regard, my delegation is hopeful that long-overdue issues will
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Secretary-General provide current information on the Office to Member States

and, if possible, his QWn proposal for the emplo:~ent of additional personnel.

Another issue has come up recent.ly regarding the transfer of the Office

to Geneva, on which I should like to offer a brief comment. While I am not

familiar with the background of the propo~~l, my delegation sees no particular

adv~ntage to transferring the Office of Disarmament Affairs to Geneva as long

as the First Committee meets in New York. As we are all aware, the First

Committee is the umbrella organization of disarmament, charged with the

oversight of all matters related to it. Particularly in the light of the

Security Council's growing role in disarmament, the argument in favour of

transferring the Office is not persuasive enough.

My delegation has full confidence that this resumed session will produce

useful and concrete results in these eD~eavours, and we are prepared to offer

our full cooperation towards this end.

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the Deputy Permanent Observer of

Switzerland.

Mr. CHAPPUIS (Switzerland) (interpretation from French): My

delegation attaches great importance to this speciu. session of the First

Committee. We are pleased at how efficiently the Chairman is guiding its work

and we appreciate the opportunity to speak before the Committee.

Arms regulation and disarmament can be regarded as on~ of the most

successful achievements of the post-cold-war era. Many bilateral, regional and

international agreements have been concluded, and measures have been taker. that

certainly are helping to strengthen international security. I shall mention

only the latest achievement, namely, the agreement on ~he elimination of

che~ical weapons, which was signed by more than 130 Stat~s in January in Paris.
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We can thus welcome the achievements of the l~st few years. Butmuch

remains to be done, and we also must make sure that these agreements and

measures are effectively implemented.

Despite the international instruments available, the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction is still a major problem, to which the

international community must continue giving priority consideration. The year

1995 will be an important one for the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons. Also, we must pay even more attention to c.nlv.qntional

weapons. These are just some of the issues that have to be taken up within

the context of appropriate machinery.

Hence my delegation would like to t.'" .k the Secretary-General for his

report "New dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament in the Pos.'t-cold..;war

era" (A/C.l/4717). This is a very timely report, and it identifies clearly

important issues and gives a new impetus to efforts by the international

community to find satisfactory solutions within the context of appropriate
I.

machinery.

Switzerland has been following with great interest all of the

international efforts dealing with measures on confidence-building, arms

regulation and disarmament. We participate wherever we can, for instance in

the Conference on Security and Cooparation in Europe (CSCE), in~e work

undertaken, and we also participate in applying agreed maasures.So far,

Switzerland has ratified all comprehensive agreements negotiated within the

context of the Conference on Disarmam,~nt andprecedinq institutions.

In addition, we are considering ratifying as soon as possible, subject to

parliamen~ary approval, the most recent Convention - that on chemical

weapons - which we signed in Paris. We also intend to make a contribution to
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the establishment of the new Organization for the Prohibition ~f Chemical

Weapons at the Hague, and we intend to offer, in so far as possible, the

services of our nuclear and chemical laboratory at Spiez and of a

sophisticated chemical industry. Switzerland participates actively in all

international efforts to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass

destruction, and we shall also be involved in the exchange of information in

order to draw up the Register of Conventional Weapons.

Referring to the excellent report of the Secretary-General, I should lik~

to raise one last point which my Government regards as particularly

important: to carry out our work to the satisfaction of as many Member States

as possible, we need the right kind of machinery. However, the Conference on

Disarmament, because of its composition, is perhaps no longer so well suited

to present realities. We feel that its membership should be open to all

States that wish to join it and that have actively expressed their inteLest

and their commitment.

The Conference on Disarmament, the sole body negotiating comprehensive

agreements, is a very valuable institution and, in the interests of all, it

should be able to continue its work under the best possible conditions. We

believe that its limited membership somehow weakens its global vocation, and

so, in the opinion of my authorities, its membership should be as broad as

possible. Arguments against this have now, we feel, become irrelevant. This

Conference has only 40 members, but it has never worked any faster than other,

larger organizations. For example, after the conclusion of the Convention on

the Prohibition of Military or any Other. Hostile Use of Environmental

Modification Techniques, 15 years were needed befo·:e any new achievement could

be noted.
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Lastly, we must point out that it is the political will to succeed,

whatever the size of the body that is seeking agreement, that is really

crucial. We are also a little skeptical about the argument of regional

balances: the principle of consensus that prevails in the Conference on

Disarmament shortens its potential reach, not t ,', mention the current state of

flux and the question of redefining regions and the growing importance of

functional groupings.

In conclusion, I wish to assure the Committee that my Government will

continue actively and constructively to participate in international efforts

to strengthen international security. Nevertheless, we hope that ou~ request

for full ~articipation in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva - and we

made th~t request some years ago - will be taken into account as soon as the

next session of the Conference opens. Swit~elland's commitment shows its

resolve to meet its obligations and discharge its responsibilities as a full

member. Lastly, the already close relations between the host State and the

Conference on Disarmament would thereby be further strengthened.
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Mr. SQEGARDA (~ndonesia): Let me first associate myself with those

of my colleagues who have spoken before me, Sir, and express my pleasure at

seeing you once again in the Chair, guiding our deliberations with

characteristic dispatch and dedication.

The decision to convene this resumed session of tha First Committee

reflects the profound sense of urgency with which we all view the overriding

need to terminate the arms race, with its incalculable consequences for

mankind as a whole.*

In that regard, the views of my delegation on the report of the

Secretary-General entitled "New dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament

.( a the post-cold-war era" have already been expressed, both in our statement

of last November and in our response to the Secretary-General's note verbale,

contained in document A/47/887/Add.2. While Indonesia concurred with the

report's general framework of promoting arms reductions, we expressed at the

same time reservations on certain aspects, for the report seeks new and as yet

uncharted directions. We believe that the approaches set out in the report

call for serious appraisaJ an,~. ,.ssessment, particularly in the context of

post-cold-war realities.

We welcome the broadening and deepening of the dimensions of

disarmament. Beyond the mere regulation of armaments and the arms race,

agreements now provide for the destruction of existing arsenals and the

limitation of future producticA. Thus, we are encouraged by the progress made

in limiting nuclear and conventional armaments, which would have been

unthinkable even a few years ago.

* Mr. Patokallio (Finland), Vice-Chairman, took tha Chair.
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(Mr. Soegarda, Indonesi~)

But the disarmament asgenda ta still unfinished, and much more needs to

be done. Formidable roadblocks continue to exist to a nuclear-free world and

to nuclear peace, as large strategic forces are still maintained. :- Accelerated

efforts on other priority issues, particularly the prohibition of weapons of

mass destruction, are also needed. Fu~ther aggravating the s5tuatio~ is the

proliferation of sophisticated armaments, the qualitative improvement of

weapons through testing, the accelerated momentum of arms sales and the

relentless acc!J~mulation of the conventional armaments that are the main

instruments of local wars and armed conflicts. Meanwhile, world military

expenditures continue to oe disproportionate to the unmet urgent needs of

development assistance. Hence, we should seek new and more substantive

disarm~T,ent measures by focusing attention on the issues that have already

been identified by the international community as being of priority concern.

One of the purposes of this resumed session is 'to review the role of

multilateral disarmament bodies and their interrelationship. My delegation

has carefully addressed this question, including the roles of the General

Assembly and the Security Council. In this endeavour, a review of the

relevant General Assembly resolutions and the status of negotiations in

bilateral and multilateral forums, as well as the reports of the Disarmament

Commission and the Conference on Disarmament, will provide valuable input.

If conducted in a constructive manner, such an assessment will

undoubtedly prove useful and instructive, as valuable conclusions can be drawn

from the achievements as well as from the shortcomings. It would seem to us

much more productive, therefore, to recognize and stress the positive aspects

and new insights on the disarmament process gained so far and to acknowledge
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the negative aspects and the drawbacks we have faced and inject a fresh

resol"~ to remedy these, and thereby to give new impetus to our continuing

efforts.

disarmament.

That is my delegation'~ understanding of what we mean when we speak of

adopting a forward-looking, concrete and result-oriented approach towards

In our firm view, then. the machinery needed for addressing major

As far as the First Committee is concerned, my delegation has long

to change or modify the roles or mandates of the constituent parts of that

The Conference on Disarmament, however, has an uneven record of

machinery are unlikely to contribute at this juncture to further the cause of

arms limitation and reduction.

disarmament issues already exists and has proven its effectiveness; attempts

rational and focused discussion. Such endeavours, however, should not

endorsed the proposal to r£arrange its agenda in order to facilitate a more

prejudge the substance of issues or infringe upon the right of Member States

delegation hopes that members will consider favourably the establishment of an

to bring any relevant issue before the Committee. In that context, my

Committee to identify further rationalization measures.

ad hoc working group composed of previous Chairmen and Bureau members of the

accomplishments. With the exception of the Convention on chemical weapons,

which was ~oncluded aiter protracted negotiations, the Conference has fallen

far short of expectations in fulfilling its mandate on nuclear and related

issues. The establishment of an ad hoc working group on a nuclear-test ban

augurs well for the substantive consideration of that long-pending issue; we

hope this will lead to the consideration of questions related to nuclear
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disarmament. Hence, rather than assuming a supervisory role over sorne

existing disarmament treaties, as called for in the report, the Conference on

Disarmament should shoulder its responsibility as the multilateral body for

disarmament negotiations on generally agreed proposals, with a view to their

speedy implementation.

In the same context, my delegation envisages a vastly enhanced role for

the Office of Disarmament Affairs. Indonesia attaches particular importance

to providing it with increased personnel and resources and to bringing it

under the direction and re&ponsibility of a higher official to enable it to

cope with the ever-increasing demands on its expertise. We also believe that

the Office should continue to be located at Headguarters, so it can conduct

its activities in accordance with General Assembly resolutions.

The report rightly emphasizes the importance of regional approaches to

disarmament and security. In an intraregional context, where geographic

location has placed nations in permanent proximity to one another, the triad

of disarmament, security and development is interwoven and inseparable. In

many regions there ia a long tradition of cooperation and the existence of

permanent institutions a~d modalities; this has reduced sources of conflict

and strengthened regional security. In addition to the adoption of certain

arms-limitation measures, various instruments for cooperation have been

established in areas such as the economic, social and cultural fields. These

can be viewed as measures that contribute to the building of confidence and

hence of international security. Through its effect on regional security,

regional cooperation will induce mutual restraint in armament prograrnmes, thus

preventing or moderating atms races which are regionally sourced.

~
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In conclusion, it is my deleqation's hope that the resumed session of the

It is clear, however, that reqional efforts can only supplement, not

cohesion.

can be adequate, as each reqion displays its own characteristics and level of

limitation and enhancinq security arranqements. In this, no sinqle approach

Nations and various reqional orqanizations in the area of promotinq arms

Consequently, what is called for is a thorouqh exploration of possible

mechanisms and procedures that would strenqthen interaction between the United

supplant, the United Nations in meetinq its qlobal responsibilities.

First Committee will be able to pronounce itself unambiquously' on the need to

enhance and strenqthen tne role of the United Nations in the field of

disarmament and also to recommend measures to the General Assembly on

increasinq the effectiveness of the existinq disarmament machinery.
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Mr. NEAGU (Romania): At the outset, may I express my appreciation

for th~ efforts the Chairman has made not only in convening this resumed .

session of the First Committee of the General Assembly but also in promoting

new ideas and concrete measures during his active consultations, both here and

in Geneva, regarding the Secretary-Generales report on "New dimensions of arms

regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era", which sketches important

guidelines for the promotion of disarmament.

The Secretary-General rightly stresses that the time has come for

integrating in a practical way the issues of disarmament and arms regulation

with the larger structure of the agenda for ~nsuring and strengthening

international peace and security. In the light of these new requirements, it

is also necessary to update the agenda and machinery of multilateral

negotiations on disarmament.

My delegation fully su~ports and highly commends the report of the

Conference on Disarmament on the subject, and it greatly appreciates the

opportunity to ponder important issues of the present international reality.
\

Especially valuable are the elements, highlighted by the report, that expand

and enrich the concept of disarmament and arms regulation as a key element in

the pursuit of overall internatiQnal security in the present circumstances.

As regards the concept of integration, my delegation is in agreement with

the basic premise that the process of comprehensive disarmament should be

closely coordinated with efforts in other fields and should be part of the

larger network of such international cooperative behaviour as peacemaking,

peace-keeping and peace building. ~s to globalization, we support the

reaffirmation in the report of the goal to extend disarmament efforts to

include both bilateral and multilateral agreements in a world-wide process

involving all States. As for. the concept of revitalization, we agree that the

,.
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which call for rigorous implem~ntationof the existing international

substantial achievements in nuclear disarmament should serve as encouragement

concern of the international ~ommunity. There are real proliferation risks
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There are also good opportunities for achieving progress on such

Non-proliferation, especially of weapons of mass destruction, is a major

for further endeavours.

Recent developments have certainly raised new expectations for the

The non-proliferation Treaty, which is approaching universality, is a

a necessary element of non-proliferation efforts. Romania adheres to and

instruments. With the chemical weapons Convention in place, the legal basis

Australia Group and the Nuclear Suppliers' Guidelines.

supports the aim and activities of the Missile Technology Control Regime, the

for preventing the spread of all weapons of mass destruction is almost

complete. Greater attention, however, should be given to supplier controls as

solid basis for curbing nuclear proliferation. Romania supports the extension

and full-scope safeguards be required for nuclear exports. At the same time,

of the Treaty indefinitely and unconditionally at the 1995 Review Conference.

the effective implementation of the on-site inspection capability of the

Meanwhile, we deem it necessary that the implementation mechanism be enhanced

body for dealing with this global issue.

International Atomic Energy Agency is essential.

achievement of a nuclear-test-ban treaty, which is one of the four priority

areas of discussions at the Conference on Disarmament, the most appropriate

important issues as the prevention of an arms race in outer space and

effective international arrangements to ensure that non-nuclear-weapon States

are protected against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. We hope
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As part of universal measures promoting transparency and openness, the

T~ansparency in armaments is continuously gaining in importance, since

member and observer States on increasing theefficiiencyof this sole

complementary mandates as well as diffe;centcompositionsaftd workil1gmethClds.

The report of the Conference on Disarmament on theOi1going reyiew.of its

agenda, compositio1\ and methods of workrevealst.b.e'p-teoccupation of both

Commission and the Confere" J on Disarmament. These'· bodies have diStinct and

the ongoing consultations on the review oftheissue.ofitsag~nda•.As'to the

coordination withi1\ the current basic institutional triad composed of the

First Committee of the General Assembly, the United NatioD.s Disarmament

are convinced that there is room to improve its methOd~ of work a.nd we$~pport

multilateral disarmament negotiating forum of thei1\ter·:nati.o1\al c()mrilunlty~ We

that the discussions at the Conference on Disarmament on these subjects will-

the acquisition and destabilizing accumulation of conventional weapons in

areas of regional conflicts is a real threat to international peace and'

security. The benefits of increased transparency and openness are obv~ous.

in full agreement with the Secretary-General on the need to strengthen

weapons, they still hava a most po~itive impact by preventing undue suspicion

have the expected results.

and misunderstandings, thus;pavinq the way for dbarmament measures.

Though confidence-building measures can1\ot teplacereductions in the.· number of

United Nations Reg-lster of Conventional Arm::; opens tip new prospects which all

Member States provide the required information.

States should try to utilize. Romania will give its data by the established

date. But the Register will really be ·effective only' if all United Nations

I
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memb~rship, my Government is ready to consider a substantial increase of the

Increasing the efficiency of the First Committee of the General Assembly

number of member States in urder to accommodate as many candidates as possible

of the Disarmament Commission have already been the subject of an examination

mind the need to preserve the efficiency of the Conference on Disarmament as a

negotiating body.

that wish to contribute to its substantive work. However, we have to bear in

The role, overall issues, agenda and organization of the future activity

the Disarmament Commission, first priority should be assigned to ensuring the

Disarmament Commission will have much to gain from the implementation of the

General Assembly. It is of the utmost importance that, at future sessions of

bearing in mind their interrelationship to international and regional security

conditions for basic negotiations and debates and for drafting significant

documents, thus furthering recommendations on matters of great interest in the

field of arms control and disarmament.

ana stability. It is therefore necessary to promote activity aimed at

will depend greatly on the extent to which its agenda and the organization of

its work reflect the generally acknowledged reality that, under the present

circumstances, arms-control and disarmament issues must be examined while

matters, having especially in view practical, future-oriented results.

improving its work and reshaping its agenda by concentrating on truly priority
'.

l".~.~-.
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Cer~ain steps in this ~irectiQn were taken at the last sessiQn Qfthe

General Assembly. Thus, the numb~r QfresQlutiQns eQnsiderably decreased and

the percentage Qf thQse adQpted by cQnsensus'increased, togetherwit.h the

focus on specific items and with concrete approaches and results.

Conference on Disarmament.

United Nations Institute foe Disarmament Research withtheactivitiiesbfthe

The organization at the forty~seventh session of the General Assembly,

for the first ti~e, of a single general debate on both disarmament and

international security had two obvious advantages: first, the·possi'bil,ity of

~ thorough examination of the issues of disarmament and security, with their

permanent practice of the First Committee at future sessions.

Ms. MASON.(Canada}: In Canada's written submission in response to

negotiations on specific issues. This method of work ought to become a

We should also like the Office of Disarmament Affairs in NeWYork'to

With respect to the United Nations Secretariat services for the debates

natural interconnection; and, secondly, a large saving in time and resources,

with the possibility of red:\rectinq them towards consultations and

Also, we could think about the possibility of institutionally linking the

two locations. In any case. the present composition of the staff in Geneva

has to be strengthened in order to cope with the increasedrequirements~

evaluation of the I'esponsibilities of various intergovernmental forums at the

posts and the structure of duties should be considered in' relation to the

and negotiations in New York and Geneva, we believe that the allocation of

receive the necessary resources to carry out its increased tasks

the "New Dimensions" report by the Secretary-General, we suggested·· that/this

resumed session offered us the opportunity to reaffirm the distinct. rol'eQf·

.' ,
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Since that submission~as forwarded, proposals have circulated informally

security". (A/471887. p. 21 (para. 29»

cooperative mechanisms for creating and enhancing international peace and

of promoting less reliance on weapons and more reliance on genuinely

transparencyc of accountability, of verification and, most importantly,

Harking back to the Secretary-General's theme of integration and to his

constitute part of a far broader process of confidence building, of

(Ms. Mason. Canada)

..... [there is] the need to 'liberate' the term 'arms control and

disarmament' from its cold-war preoccupation with numbers of weapons. As

each of the three multilateral disarmament bodies and of the Office of

disarmament activity, p~ovide additional impetus to the ongoing work of

rationalization of the three bodies, and provide an opportunity for fucused

practical measures to be taken better to integrate disarmament and

Disarmament Affairs as the institutional focal point for multilateral

consideration of practical ways to enhance the effective interaction of these

three bodies.

view, which Canada, like Finland, fully shares, that the time has come for

arms-regulation issues into the broadel structure of the international peace

and security agenda, we ended our written submission with the following

statement:

regarding the Office of Disarmament Affairs which, rather than promoting

better integration, appear ~o reflect an over-compartmentalized view of

disarmament which fails to take due account of the increasingly close and

mutually supportive relationship between disarmament and other United Nations

activities in the security-building domain.
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On the one hand, there is the work of the First Committee and the

Disarmament Commission which is aimed at developimg and promoting broad norms

and principles, such as non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and

the need for verification of arms-control agreements. It falls then to the

Conference on Disarmament to enshrine these principles as much as possible in

binding multilateral agreements. On the other hand, the deliberative bodies

are focused on the most basic tools for minimizing, managing and resolving

disputes peacefully, beginning with confidence-building measures, and openness

in military matters. The latter activity of the deliberative disarmament

machinery of the United Nations reached a new action-oriented phase with the

establishment of the United Nations Register on Conventional Arms.

Such actions at the global level provide an important framework and

impetus for the development of regional mechanisms and processes for enhancing

security. The Office of Disarmament Affairs, as the institutional focal point

of this security-building work at the global level, can help ensure

complementarity and mutually reinforcing interaction between the global and

the regional levels. In addition, activities of the Office of Disarmament

Affairs in promoting and facilitating regional-security d~alogueare

particularly important where existing regional organizations may be poorly

equipped to do this or where institutional mechanisms for such dialogue may be

lacking altogether.

s

Simply put, the United Nations cannot hope, over the long term, to reduce

the time it devotes to crisis management if it does not expend some

considerable effort on nurt1lring workable mechanisms for the peaceful

resolution of disputes long before they reach the crisis stage. This is

conflict prevention in its ,nost fundamental sense. The regional activities of
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the Office of Disarmament Affairs should also be seen as an integral part of

the early-warning apparatus of the United Na.tions. Likewise, the arms-control

database, including the arms register, should be seen as part of the arsenal

of information, techniques and expertise that the United Nations can call upon

in its early-warning, good-offices and other preventive-diplomacy efforts.

In our view, then, the work of the Office of Disarmament Affairs - and

indeed of the First Committee and the Disarmament Commission - should be more

closely integrated into the other preventive-diplomacy efforts of the United

llations.

This analysis not only suggests that the location of the Office of

Disarmament Affairs must continue to be New York but also raises questions as

to the scope of the work of the First COI,wittee. In particular, it raises the

issue whether we should consider integrating consideration of disarmament and

other political/security issues at the Main Committee level. On this point, I

listened with interest to the comments of Ambassador Marin-Bosch in his

opening statement where he reminded us of the agreement reached at the first

special General Assembly session on disarmament to focus the work of the First

Committee only on questions of disarmament and related interntational security

questions. Our point is that the issue of what is a related international

security question has now broadened considerably, and the work of the First

Committee should therefore seek to take accQunt of this.

I should like to turn now to some concrete proposals for consideration by

the resumed session.

To further the process of integration, Canada, like Finland, expresses

support for a review to be undertaken during the forty-eighth session of the

1·.1·..
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General Assembly on the possible integration of \:onsidex-ationof disarmament

and other political/security issues at the Main Committeele'17el~

To further the process of rationalization and effective functioning of

the work of the First Committee, we would suggest thefol1.e",ing measures -";'-and

we note that a number of them have been P'l~t forward by other delegat.ionsas-'

well: integration of consideration on cUsarmament and internationalsec:urity

items; allocation of the item "Question of Antarct.ica" Eor consideration in

the Sixth CQ~mittee; regarding plenary statements, iritrouotion of notional

time limits, distribution of written texts and gral delive:ryof executive

summaries only; furt,her ratignalizationof the prograJlUlleofw;;n:kto or«;.iariize

similar items better and to promote more informal dialogue and debate during

es the

t and

int, I

irst

First

curity

al

rst

ion by

ses

the

consideration of similar items.

Regarding thl9 Disarmament Commission r we urge adoption in-principle ofa

thrae-item rolling agenda; encourage advance oirculation of jGint working

papers bridging differing views; and suggest that in order better to

coordinate the work of the Conference on Disarmament and the Disarmament

Commission, the Commission refer worthy ideas directly to the Conference.
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We fully support the role of the Conference on Disarmament as the soleI

multilateral negotiating body on arms regulation and disarmament. We welcome

the progress it is making in reassessing i.ts role, and we also note the

establishment of Special Coordinators, whose work will soon be concluded.

Canada encourages the Conferen~e to act quickly and decisively on thb question

of members~_g. Canada does not support any new supervisory role for the

Conference.

Regardinq the Office of Disarmamt;nt Affairs, we shoul.dlike to see tJ1e

resumed session affirm the central role of a strengthened, .ndrevitalized

Office in multilateral disarmament acti~ity, as an integral part of the

process of strengthening international peace and security. To that end, we

would stress the following tasks: the establishment of a compute~ized

database on arms control and non-proliferation, including as ~nintegral part

the United Hationsarms register; t.he promotion of regional approaches to

disarmament, non-proliferation and conflict~prevention; ~nd the development of

additional concrete measures to promote disarmament" arms. regulation~nd

non-proliferation at the global, regional and nationa~ levels.

Given the importance of the issue of revitalizing the United Nations

disarmament machinery and the short time we have before us now, we would

suggest that it be included in the provisional agenda of the forty-eighth

seGsion of the General Assembly, under an item e~titled "Integration of

disarmament and arms regulation issues into the interna'donal peace and

security agenda of the United Nations".
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Mr. PAR (Democratic People's Republic of Korea): My delegation

RY

I

ne

Lon

~t

of

would like to join the others in high appreciation of the Chairman's

endeavours in convening the current meetings to resume the discussion of one

of the most important issues facing the world today.

Although tremendous changes have taken place in the international

situation in recent years, the issue of disarmament still remains a priority

to be solved. It is a cornmon concern of humankind to realize disarmament and

dismantle all weapons of mass destruction, including nuclear ones, in line

with the situation after the end of the cold war. Under these circumstances,

my delegation regards the report (A/C.l/47/7) entitled "New dimensions of arms

regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era", submitted by the

Secretary-General last October, as part of the efforts of the United Nations

to promote a process of disarmament and provide for peace and security.

The report was really presented at an appropriate time. First, it raises

the hope that the changed international environment will create favourable

circumstances for disarmamellt and that a series of disarmament measures worthy

of welcome can promote a process of disarmament. Secondly, despite the change

in international circumstan:es, sorne nuclear-weapon States are speeding up the

modernization of nuclear weapons, continuing to export weapons and ignoring

the development of nuclear weapons by sorne countries.

My delegation supports the view that measures should be taken to promote

the disarmament process to meet the changed environment and that priority be

given to the removal of weapons of mass destruction in the realization of

disarmament.

My Government has put forward a proposal for the denuclearization of the

Korean peninsula and has maje consistent efforts tor its realization. As part
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Last year, a Safeguards Agreement was concluded with the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and accordingly 6 rounds of IAEA inspections were

remove the nuclear threat directed towards my country for 35 years.

On the other hand, the United States has blocked the various channels of

instead of opening up its own nuclear bases and nuclear weapons deployed in

(Mr. Pake Democratic People's
Republic of Korea)

"two suspect sites" and called upon us to accept IAEA inspection on the sites
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In spite of this fact, the United States put forward a scenario called .

of its efforts, it acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in order to

nuclear activities in my country are for peaceful purposes.

south Korea. In addition, a resolution calling for acceptance of what they

made of our nucla~r facilities, through which it was confirmed that the

As is well known. the representative of the United States put forward a

called "two suspect sites" was adopted at the recent meeting of the Board of

Governors of IAEA. It is nothing but a product of premeditated manoeuvres by

us.

the United States to use the organization to exert unreasonable pressure upon

"challenge inspection" on military bases at the meeting last October. As they

could not justify imposing inspections of military bases by means of pressure

through the North-South Joint Nuclear Control Committee, they made IAEA pass a

resolution forcing inspection of the "suspect sites". They are now

threatening to bring this issue before the Security Council.

north-south dialogue by resuming the "Team Spirit" joint military exercises,

leading to a tenser situation on the Korean penInsula, rather than taking

helpful steps for the normal operation of the North-South Nuclear Control

Committee and the North-South Joint Military Committee.

--.- .._---~_._.~-~.--
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(Mr. Pat, Democratic PeQple'~

RQPub1ie of Korea)

At the same time, the United States has not said even a word about their

opening up of their bases and nuclear weapons deployed in south Korea and

their consequent inspections. It is also a recognized fact that Japa~ and

south Korea ~re developing their own nuclear weapons with the tacit approval

of the United States.

All the facts show clearly that it is the United States that creates

artificial obstacles to our implementation of the Safeguards Agreement, which

is proceeding smoothly, and fails to implement its own obligations under the

NPT.

The post-cold-war era urgently demands that the arbitrariness of a few

States be prevented and a new, just international order established. In order

to preserve international peace and security, the disarmarn~nt process should

be accelerated with particular attention to the following points.

First, guaranteeing fairness in international relations in order to

contribute to the process of disarmament in the changed circumstances is a

prerequisite. No sort of privileges or arbitrariness should be tolerated, and

mutual respect, ncu-interfe:ence, equality and mutual benefits should be

thoroughly observed.

Secondly, dialogues and negotiations should be encouraged and mutual

confidence created. All acts that exacerbate tensions should be avoided. and

the principle of solving issues in dispute through dialogue and negotiations

should be respected.

Thirdly, priority should be accorded to nuclear disarmament. My

",- ;,U

delegation believes that, for the realization of nuclear disarmament aimed at

the removal of nuclear weapons from our planet, the following measures should
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(Mr. Pak, Democratic Peoele's
Republic of Korea)

be taken: the treaty on the comprehensive prohibition of nuclear tests should

be concluded; pending the adoption of the treaty, the nuclear-weapon States

should take steps to halt their nuclear tests; and the nuclear-weapon States

should legally assure the non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat

of use of nuclear weapons and take measures to withdraw any kind of nuclear

weapons deployed outside of their own terrirories and destroy them.

Fourthly, the e~isting disarmament treaties should be reviewed and the

unequal ones amended.

Fifthly, it is necessary to revitalize the activities of the Conference

on Disarmament and, in particular, the United Nations Disarmament Commission,

to draw up guidelines for disarmament.

My delegation hopes that the resumed session will make a positive

contribution towards promoting the disarmament process in the changed

international situation.
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Mr. Q'BRIEN (New Zealand): The Secretary-General's report,

presented last Ootober, set in train a welcome process aimed at enhancing the

functioning, efficiency and relevance of the machinery for multilateral

disarmament and arms control in the post-cold-war era.

New Zealand therefore considers that the convening of this resumed

session of the First Committee is timely. It provides, we think, an

opportunity for all Member States to reassess how the various components of

the disarmament machinery can best be adapted to the challenges of a ~hanging

world. We are encouraged by the constructive and active approach to this task

taken by many Members, as reflected in the thoughtful written responses

compiled for this session. We have also listened carefully to the views

expressed todayc and we are struck by the commonality of ° approach to reform

issues that can be discerned across a broad spectrum.

New Zealand's own particular views are reflected in more detail in

document A/47/887/Add.l; these include our suggestions for improving the

functioning of the First Committee. the Disarmament Commission and the

Conference on Disarmament.

One of the main conclusions we draw from the Secretary-General's report

and its three themes - integration, globalization and revitalization - is that

now more than ever security and arms control are matters that should involve

all States. To be effective, the nature of the process must be inclusive, and

all States have a responsibility to contribute. This principle of

universality provides a yar1stick against which we can measure the existi~g

United Nations disarmament onachin(t"~Y during this resumed session.

-------~------------
-----__~.....JI
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(Mr. Q'Brien, New Zealand)

Clearly, if one of our goals is to promote universal adherence to and

implementation of negotiated disarmament agreements, full participation in

those negotiations by all interested States is indispensable.

New Zealand recognizes that the enlargement of the Conference on

Disarmament is a complex issue, but we agree with several others who spoke

ea~lier today that the time has come for a decision. We believe that this

resumed session can contribute to that decision. For our part, New Zealand

favours open-ended membership, because it would ensure that all countries with

a iemonstrated interest in and commitment to disarmament and arms control are

able to participate on an equal footing, as full members. Such a composition

would, in our view, best serve the interests of the international community in

the field of disarmament and would lend greater legitimacy to the negotiated

results.

New Zealand's commitment to disarmament and arms control is of long

standing. As an observer to the Conference on Disarmament, New Zealand has

over the years sought to participate actively in its work and that of its ad

hoc committees, including at the scientific and technical level. In order to

be able to contribute fully to the process of negotiation, however, we have

for several years sought full membership of the Conference. We are ready to

assume the responsibilities that this entails.

Bearing in mind the concrete results we all seek, it is important that

the commitment of Member States to improved functioning and efficiency be

matched by the United Nations itself. Accordingly, a strong international

secretariat supporting the activities of the various multilateral forums can
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(Mr. O'Brien, N@w Zealand)

play a central role in underpinning prospects for real progress. New Zealand

consequently recognizes the need to ensure that the Office of DiSarmament

Affairs is appopriataly staffed, resourced and positioned to carry outit$ key

tasks and functions, including the operation of the conventional~armsRegister

and the coordination of the activities of the regional Centres.

In the course of this week, working with others who share the goal of a

strengthened United Nations in the field of disarmament, New Zealand looks

forvard to making concrete progress on these interrelated issues.

Mr. KUKAN (Slovakia): My delegation would like tOH express it~

satisfaction with the way in which this resumed session of the First Committee

was prepared. The docum~nts for these meetings contain valuable contributions

from a number of delegations which push forward the work in this very

important field of United Nations activities.

The report of the Secretary-General, "New dimensions of arms· regUlation

and disarmament in the post-cold-war era", contains many inspiring ideas that

could further enhance th& movement towards a sa£erworld. TO achieve that

goal, we should take appropriate adv~ntaqe of the new favourable situation of

international affairs that followed the end of the bipolar division of the

world. My delegation agrees with ,the assessment 'in the SecretarY"'General'l3

report that today's world has become a little safer· but eonsiderablymor&

complicated. We are witness to the validity of that evaluation~a:nd'

everything attests to the fact that it will remain valid for years to come

The delegation of Slovakia holds that three concepts outlined by the

Secretary-General for futun activities in the field of diSarmament constitut<a
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(Mr. Kukan, Slovakia)

the cornerstone of the efforts of the United Nations and its relevant

disarmament bodies: integration, globalization and revitalization. I want to

single out the part of the Secretary-General's report entitled "Conclusion.

New Challenges". The new set of problems - the post-disarmament issues

mentioned in the report - constitute one of the most burning issues Slovakia

is facing now. The present period of transition to a market economy in my

We believe that a larger number of countries should participate not only

country is complicated by the task of the gradual transformation of the

extent, dictates the pace of the process of conversion.

1 wish to express appreciation for document ~~C.1/47/14, containing the

military-oriented industrial complex into enterprises serving social,

humanitarian and development needs. Needless to say, the economic reality in

both the short and the long term.

Slovakia makes this task more difficult; that economic reality, to a great

text of a letter from the President of the Conference on Disarmament addressed

Conference on Disarmament can be characterized as a time of seeking goals for

to the Chairman of the First Committee. The current situation in the

respect to issues such as security- and confidence-building measures. Passive

in the general debate of the Conference on Disarmament but also in the

participation - for example, defining the military doctrines of individual

negotiations and the active decision-making process within the Conference with

participation by all invol'T!d States - including key States by all means - in

States and so forth - is not sufficient. It is necessary to secure active

the formulation of international treaties, inclUding international monitoring

of compliance.

, \
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I would like to comment on the issue of the membership of the Conference

We consider it·important that effective Secretariat support to the

Conference on DisBrmament, there is a broad range of opinion on this issue.

terms both of staff and of resources.

resolved as expeditiously as possible. My delegation's view accords with that

reform process within the United Nations should be further strengthened, in

Conference on Disarmament be maintained, for it is the single negotiating body

for arms control and disarmament. We highly commend the work and the

composition of the Conference should re£lect the new faee of the world

generally accepted position.

situation. Practically all States have expressed the wish that this issue be

activities of the Office of Disarmament Affairs; we think its role in the

on Disarmament. As described in the lettar from the President of the

The vast majority of members and non-members, however, agree that the

J
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o
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(Mr. Kukan. Slovakia)

We support the substantial, yet not unlimited. expansion of membership of

the Conference on Disarmament. At the same time, while achieving this goal we

must maintain the Conference's efficiency in negotiating.

While speaking about this issue I cannot help mentioning the issue of

Slovakia's membership in the Conference on Disarmament, which has already been

discussed in different forums. Let me take this opportunity, in speaking to

the First Committee, to say that we fail to understand why this issue has not

yet been resolved. The question of membership, the composition of the

Conference on Disarmament, is complex. As became clear, lengthy, intensive

negotiations are required to establish the new format of the Conference on

Disarmament, acceptable to every State. Even with the most positive goodwill

of the participants, it will take months before a solution is reached.

In this situation, the delegation of Slovakia cannot see why the issue of

membership of the former Conference on Disarmament member, the Czech and

Slovak Federal Republic, is not resolved now. We do not understand, and

oppose, the argument that it must be tied to the broader issue of Conference

on Disarmament membership. We think that the issue of Slovakia's membership

should be dealt with separately, without any delay. That is in accordance

with the established practice. The Conference on Disarmament has had

experience in dealing with similar issues in the past as life or world

developments brought them about. I am sure that will be the case in the

future as well. We really do not see why the current case of Slovakia should

be an exception.

Slovakia's application for membership in the Conference on Disarmament in

succession to the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic follows the political
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(Mr. Kukan, Sloyakia)

agreement of the two successor States of the Czech and Slovak Federal

Republic. I mention this fUlly aware of the fact that this agreement is

simply of an informative nature; it has no other implications. However, it

should be seen as important information. We perceive Slovakia'~ taking the

place formerly occupied by Czechoslovakia as an adequate reflection of the

existing situation in the Conference on Disarmament; we perceive it as a

result of the civilized split of Czechoslovakia and in the light of the

stabilizing effect of the fast establishment of the Slovak and Czech Republics

within the system of international organizations.

Naturally, we are fully aware of all the legal aspec~s of this issue.

That is why we applied for membershi..l instead of claiming continuation of

membership. What we would like to emphasize 6 however, is tile specific

character of this application. Czechoslovakia - Slovakia then being part of

it - was a member of the Co~ference on Disarmament from its very beginning,

and, in all modesty, I am glad to say it was an active member.

We highly appreciate the position of the Conference on Disarmament

members that are ready to r~spond positively to our application. Equally

attentively, we have taken note of thosa that have problems with it. Yet we

believe that with realistic political goodwill they still could and should

support Slovakia's admissiol to the Confere~ce on Disarmament. We are sure it

would positively influence the work of the Conference. I assure the Committee

that Slovakia is committed to playing an active and constructive role in it.

_L.
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Unfortunately, the proposal for a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia is

contained in document A/47/887 of 17 February 1993. This also addresses the

Regional disarmament has its value in the context of achieving global

Committee, such as this resumed s2ssion. Time constraints, however, will

fully emerge
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.tents the detailed analysis that they

9 December 1992, with the purpose of reassessing the respectiv~ role~ of tte

Mr. ANSARI (India): We welcome the present resumed session of the

has enabled delegations to give serious attention to this ques~ion.

prevent me from giving the report's

Paragraph (b) of decision 47/422 also provides for consideratio:1 of the

First Committee, which is being convened in accordance with decisiol. 4"fl42:; of

multilateral arms control and disarmament machinery. The interv~ning period

secretary-General's report entitled "New Dimensions of Arms Regulation and

deserve. My Government has already provided its views on the report, as

especially relevant when defining the geographical scope of a "region".

Disarmament in the Post-Cold War Era" at reconvened meetings of the First

proposal must also take into account the specific characteristics of the

result of full agreement between the countries of the region concerned. The

disarmament, but any consideration of specific proposals must come about as a

question of regional disarmament, which has been raised in today's discussion.

re~ion ~nd the differing threat perceptions of individual countries. This is

flawed on many counts. In speaking of regional disarmament, it would be

equally important to speak of measures to stem the tide of illicit arms

transfers and its unholy nexus with trans-border terrorism and secessionism,

which poses an even greater danger to international peace and security.
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(Mr. Ansari, India)

The division of labour between different parts of the disarmament

machinery was carefully crafted and defined at the first special session of

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. The present disarmament

machinery, in our opinion. is adequate to deal with the tasks at hand. The

difficulty in making progress on some of the priority areas of disarmament"

notably nuclear disarmament has little to do with the present machinery. The
three multilateral disarmament bodies - the Conference on Disarmament, the

Disarmament Commission and the General Assembly - have distinct yet

complementary, interrelated functions. The central issue is ~ow best to

rationalize the work of these three bodies to ensure that each singly

contributes, and the three in combination contribute. as effectively as

possible to the p~omotion of global cooperative security.

In this context. we could do no better than to go by the 1990 consensus
report of the Disarmament Commission on the review of the role of the United
Nations in the field of disarmament. The Conference on Disarmament, as stated
in the report. has a unique character and importanue as the single

multilateral disarmament ne'Jotiating body, and it is important that it

continue to discharge its substantive responsibilities. In this context, .we

do not think that it would be appropriate for the Conference on Disarmament to

take on the role of the permanent review and supervisory body for some

existing multilateral arms-regulation and disarmament agreements.

The expansion of the C~nference on Disarmament should not adversely

affect its negotiating role. Any expansion should be carefully considered and

implemented in an equitable manner. With the end of the cold war, the old

formula of political balanc'~ is no longer valid, and no new formula has yet

fully emerged. On this question, the need for consensus and the preservation

"
"
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of the Conference on Disarmament's negotiating role are of the utmost

importance.

All w-tters of concern in the disarmament and international security

fields could be adequately covered under the existing disa~mament machinery.

However, in some cases there is an overlap of subjects either as a whole or in

part. For ~xample, there exists at present a considerable overlap between the

deliberations in the Disarmament Commission and those in the First Committee,

leading to suggestions that the role of the Disarmament Commission itself

should be reviewed.

An enhanced role for the Security Council in the field of disarmament has

been recommended. In approaching this issue, it must be borne in mind that at

present disarmament is not on the Security Council's agenda. Moreover, the

Security Council already has a heavy agenda arising out of threats to

international peace and security. In view of the fact that we have the

Conference on Disarmament and a number of bodies of the General Assembly

already dealing with disarmament, it may not be necessary to burden the

Security Council any further. The Charter clearly affirms the General

Assembly's role in the formulation of principles governing disarmament and the

regulation of armaments. This role should be further reinforced and developed

rather than involve other organs with limited memberships in disarmament

questions.
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(Mr. ABsori. India)

The forty-seventh session of the General Assembly witnessed a small

restructuring of the work of the First Committee in the form of the merger of

the general debate on disarmament and international security agenda items.

While sanctioning this, we think it is important to bear in mind the need to

preserve the intrinsic nature of the general debate as envisaged at the first

special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. While we are

in favour of a rational grouping of agenda items, the agenda must nevertheless

continue to ~etain its traditional focus on disarmament and reflect the

concerns of Member States.

Hy delegation has no objection to the reorganization of the First

Committee, the Special Political Committee and the Fourth Committee into two

Committees instead of the existing three. However, the issues that are

transferred to the First Committee from other Committees should be those which

have a direct bearing on either disarmament or international security.

Whatever the configuration, the important thing will be to ensure that there

is no overlap or redundancy.

On the proposed move of the Office of Disarmament Affairs to Geneva, my

delegati~n would like to play a constructive and positive role, and it will be

in a position to go along with the general consensus.

At this resumed session we will all have the benefit of listening to the

views of delegations on the question of the reassessment of the role of the

disarmament machinery and the issues raised in the report of the

Secretary-General. These are questions that must be addressed after careful

consideration in view of their far-reaching implications. The objective of

this exercise should be to ensure a broader consensus and a broader congruence

of views, leading ultimately to a more realistic and efficient functioning of

the disarmament machinery.
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Mr. LEDOGAR (United States of America): Like many other States

represented here today, the United States has provided its views to the

Secretary-General on his report on "New Dimensions on Arms Regulation and

Disarmament in the Post-Cold War Era." Drawing on the United States national

comments, I will highlight the key elements of the United States position as

they relate to the specific purposes of this resumed session.

We welcome the Secretary-General's recognition in his report on "New

Dimensions" of dramatic changes, and of the corresponding need for a new

approach to questions of internatioral peace, security and stability. The

United States agrees that each State should carry out its own responsibilities

for disarmament. As the Secretary-General points out, the argument advanced

by some States that the major military Powers should disarm first is too often

used to avoid practical measures.

Regarding multilateral arms-control and disarmament machinery, the United

States agrees that such machinery should meet the realities and priorities of

our time. The machinery should be capable of supporting effectively the

objectives identified and agreed upon by the international community. Any

reassessment of the United Nations disarmament machinery can be undertaken

only in the contezt of a general appreciation of the current international

security environment and its attendant arms-control dimensions. A common

understanding in this regard has yet to be arrived at.

The effectiveness of any organizational machinery depends on how it is

used. Unless Membe~ States are determined to utilize the United Nations

disarmament machinery in pursuit of realistic objectives, no reassessment of

that machinery will help advance progress in disarmament. There are, however,

certain steps that could be taken even now to rationalize and improve the

existing machinery.
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The United Nations Office of Disarmament Affairs has been performing

manner. Its utility should be measured not by the number of items on its

time required for general debate; a reduced number of resolutions; and a

adopted in 1991. Its agenda should be limited to three items at any time, in

(Mr. Ledogar, United States)

The First Committee has already moved in the direction of integrating its

promptly, flexibly and efficiently. We ·do not believe, however, that

order to be able to perform its functions in a deliberate and efficient

now take the next step and remove the artificial distinction between its

The United States supports the concept of a coordinated system which

agenda, but by the substantive value of its product.

<)
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deliberations on disarmament and international security questions. It should

consolidated so as to eliminate redundancy. Thus the results would be less

disarmament and international security agendas. The agenda should also be

The Disarmament Commission is operating under the reform arrangements it

consequent shortening of the First Committee's annual sessions.

would allow the international community to address major disarmament issues

coordination requires the creation of some overall umbrella organization.

Rather, as I have suggested, we should seek better rationalization and greater

efficiency of the existing elements of the disarmament machinery. The review

such treaties and not of an extra-treaty body or organization.

personnel have been detailed elsewhere in the Secretariat. Given the

of arms-control and disarmament treaties is the function of the parties to

functions in a most commendable manner, despite the fact that some of its

increased workload of that Office resulting from various actions by the

General Assembly, in particular the establishment of the United Nations

complement that now exists in theory but not in fact.

conventional arms Register, its staff should be restored to the full
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(Mr. Ledogar, United States)

On the possible move of the Office of Disarmament Affairs to Geneva, the

United States believes that this Office should remain in close touch with

other relevant elements of the Secretariat. To do otherwise would be

inconsistent with the Secretary-General's emphasis on integrating disarmament

issues into the broader structure of the international peace and security

agenda. Thus, both substantively and in terms of its location, this office

should remain in New York. For these reasons, the United States opposes a

move from New York. While the United States is a strong advocate of United

Nations streamlining and rationalization, such changes should enhance - not

detract from - the United Nations ability to support important work under way.

As regards the Conference on Disarmament, an autonomous body which

emerged from an agreement reached among its Member States in 1978, it is

currently engaged in a self-generated review. The status of that review is

the subject of a communication from the Conference to the Chairman of the

First Committee. We look forward to the early resolution among Conference on

Disarmament members of the important issues under consideration. These issues
include updating the Conference's agenda and agreeing on a limited expansion

of its membership consistent with the political-military realities of the

present day.

The United States finds value in this timely discussion and looks forward
to charting a consensus waj forward.
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(Mr. Ledogar. United States)

Just one additional remark, which is provoked by the discordant and

irrelevant remarks of the representative of North Korea a half-hour ago. The

slander we heard of the United States and a few of its close Asian allies

represents abuse of this forum for base polemical purposes. Such a sad

spectacle occurs at a time when we are discussing how to improve the

disarmament machinery, for example, by admitting new members to the Conference

on Disarmament.

Mr. PEREZ VILLANUEVA (Spain) (interpretation from Spani~h):

Pursuant to decision 47/422 adopted by the forty-seventh session of the

General Assembly of 9 December of last year, the First Committee has resumed

its meetings this week with a view to engaging in an assessment of the entire

multilateral arms-control and disarmament machinerY. ~0110wing that,

assessment. we shall naturally have to try to agree upon concrete measures to

rectify possible shortcomings and in any event to improve the functioning 01:

those organs if necessary.

The Secretary-General, as we know, drafted a report on 23 October of last

year, and Spain wishes to express its deepest thanks, not only for its

timeliness but also for the thought-provoking ideas it contains. Spain100ks

forward with great interest to hearing the statement of the Secretary~Genera1

to this Committee tomorrow morning.

The ideas and views of the European Community's mell\l)er c~untries are

expressed in its presidential statement ·of 11 November 1992 before this

Committee and in a document dated 29 Janua3:5: of this year. This morning, the

Community once again made a presidential statement·that completes the analysis

of Community members on the purpose and suggestions contained in the report Of

the Secretary-General mentioned earlier.
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(Mr. Perez Villanueva, Spain)

Spain naturally endorses all of the-opinions contained in those two

statements and in that Community document, and we fully associate ourselves

with their contents.

I should like today, very briefly and concisely, to confine myself to

expressing Spain's view on an aspect of our work in the days to come that for
obvious reasons is of the utmost concern to my country. I shall refer

naturally to the Conference on Disarmament and to the question of increasing

its membership, that is to say, its expansion.

Quite recently, the Conference on Disarmament approved two documents,

pursuant to a specific request addressed to it by the General Assembly in

December of last year. Both documents were introduced this morning by the

current President of the Conference, Mr. Deyanov, the representative of

Bulgaria, and they are contained in document A/C.l/47/l4.

The Conference itself, at the end of its last meeting last year,

entrusted its President, Ambassador Servais of Belgium, to conduct

consultations concerning the expansion and the agenda of the Conference.

Ambassador Servais, on 8 December last year, held informal collective

consultations to report on the results of his activities. Later, on

18 January this year, he made another report on the same matter to the plenary
of the Conference.

More recently, Ambassador Amorim of Brazil announced, at the beginning of
this year's first meeting of the Conference, his intention, as the new

President, to appoint a Special Coordinator on the question of expansion and

another on the agenda, all of this pursuant to the ongoing interest of the

Conference on Disarmament in moving forward on both questions.
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(Mr. Perez Vi1lanueva. SPCiin)

Today, consequently, it is Ambassador O'Sullivanwhohas th~-task of

conducting consultations with a view to reaching agreement on a new proposal

concerning the composition and expansion of the Conference on Disarmament as

soon as possible.
-------- ~-_._"-" - ~--------

Spain welcomes this new-ana-dynamic process of renewal that_the

Conference has-clearly embarked upon. All of the recent decisions and actions

of the Conference with respect to its own expansion are clear signs that its

members are aware of the overriding-importance ofresolving-thisJ,ongstanding

question.

We do not have the slightest doubt as to the usefulness of the Conference

in the present international context or on the imperative need for the

international community to be able to rely on that multilateral negotiating

forum, functioning by consensus, once the inadequacies-of its_agenda and 'the

anachronistic character of its present composition-have been rectified~

I recently had the opportunity to express these views before theplenal':'Y

of the Conference. I also took that occasion to express my GovernmenbJs- vi-ew,---~-

on the entirety of the defining characteristics of the Conference and on the

causes, in our view, of the difficulties it now faces.

I shall not revert 'to those matters. This is not the appropriate :forum.

Moreover, this is ;not the right time, because, in Spain'sviewithis is an

opportunity to emphasize areas of common ground, not of disagreement. W~must

accelerate the movement towards a viable, practical, just and balanced

sclution which today, by contrast with recent times, we believe has become

possible.

Our ultimate conception of the Conference as a mUltilateral organ will at

another time and place be w~ighed against the views of others, probably
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both among the member countries and those who aspire to become members.

Accordingly, in this spirit of cooperation and progress, allow me to

(Mr. perez Vi11anueva, Spain)

Secondly, as a negotiating forum, the Conference on Disarmament must

of virtually all the non-member countries.

following Spain's joining that body as a full-fledged member. Therefore we

will not engage in PQ1e~ics, knowing full well that the majority of the

Conference members will disagree,' although Spain knows that it has the support

consensus with respect to arms regulation and disarmament.

maintain a certain specific status with respect to the other United Nations

reflects reality and thus that it will be able to meet future requirements.

Fourthly, there is considerable support for the idea of a significant

position to remain the master of its own agenda and its own composition.

inter alia, of its composition, in order to ensure that it appropriately

organs dealing with disarmament. It must therefore continue to be in a

among countries that are already members and those that aspire to be members.

expansion in the number of members of the Conference on Disarmament, both

Fifthly, the expansion of the Conference should be such as to permit

satisfaction of the legitimate aspirations of those countries that are

interested in participating and that at present are barred from becoming

full-fledged members, altho~gh they have formally requested this on r~peated

occasions.
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(Mr.perez Villanueva.&pain)
That is the case for Spain and has been for manyyecu:s.

The expansion.. therefore, must be carried outwith realistic criter:!a and
should not in any event, we believe, be a source of ciissatisfacti.on because. of
the frustrated aspirations of any country, something ~hatwould work to the
discred:tt of the Conference itself.

_. In conclusion, the ideas I have just expressed are intended<tO(lC)n~~ya
constructive and conciliatory spirit oriented towards a solution which, ~e

hope6 will be satisfactory to Spain's aspirations by the end of 1993.
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Ms. RIVERA (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf of

the delegation of Costa Ric~, please allow us to congratulate the Chairman,

and his colleagues in the Bureau, on the way in which they have been guiding

the work of this Committee and to offer them our best wishes for success in

directing its work in this resumed session. They can rest assured of my

delegation's sincere support in carrying out their function.

On 9 December 1992, the General Assembly decided to resume the session of

the First Committee to consider the international disarmament machinery and in

particular the respective functions of the First Committee of the General

Assembly, the United Nations Disarmament Commission and the Conference on

Disarmament and their inter~'elationship, as well as the function of the Office

of Disarmament Affairs of the United Nations.

We feel that with the end ei the cold war, there have been changes which

have promoted the develepment of the disarmament process and the process of

arms limitation in the world and that it is new the appropriate moment to

strengthen the functions of the existing disarmament machinery. To achieve

this, we feel that it ls important to recall the Eunctions oE its bodies.

The First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly is the

deliberative body, worldwide in scepe, which determines the priorities among

the subjects to be considered in the field of disarmament and international

security and which promotes international norms in this area.

In recent years, this Committee has undergone a reform process

characterized by a reduction ln the number of resolutions, a broader consensus

on them and the merging of ':he debates on disarmament and international

security.

«
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(Ms. Riyera, Costa Rica)

We have been pleased tl. see an increase in the exchanges of views and a

greater cooperation among the Member States in this new era of international

relations: and we feel, therefore, that this is the appropriate time to

include new disarmament issues of relevance in today's world which could lead

to the elaboration of guidelines towards the strengthening of regional and

international peace and security.

The United Nations Disarmament Commission is another deliberative body

which offers participation to all States Members of the United Nations in the

field of disarmament, in the formulation of principles, guidelines and

proposals on disarmament matters to be adopted by consensus, and it

complements and gives impetus to the disarmament negotiations which are

carried out in other multilateral, regional or bilateral forums .

•We agree that this deliberative body should have reorganized its work,

and we support the decision to focus on specific issues, for we feel it is

necessary to lnclude timely subjects such as those that have been proposed in

order to further the work of the Commission. We hope that at its next session

a balanced, three-item agenda can be established.

My delegation believes that we should encourage pre-session consultations

so that the deliberations of the Disarmronent Commission can result in specific

recommendations.

The Conference on Disacmament is the international community's

multilateral body for disarmament negotiations: and it has also decided to

begin a reassessment of its agenda, including, in particular, a review of its

working methods and the size of its membership. We hope that in the near

future greater involvement and participation of States in this multilateral

forum will be achieved.
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(Ms. Rivera, Costa Rica)

My delegation is pleased to see the capacity this forum has demonstrated

in its finalization of work on the chemical weapons convention which, we feel,

opens up promising prospects in the not-too-distant future for reaching

agreement on nuclear disarmament on the basis of the suspension of nuclear

tests and the cessation of the production of nuclear weapons and their

deployment.

We would also like to highlight the excellent work of the United Nations

Office of Disarmament Affairs, which has provided substantive services and

assistance to the First Committl of the General Assembly, the United Nations

Disarmament Commission, the Register of Conventional Arms, international

conferences on disarmament, ~xpert groups and other subsidiary bodies of the

General Assembly, as well as its work with regard to the dissemination of

information and its educational activities in the field of disarmament.

We are concerned at the current trend in the Secretariat to reduce the

staff of the Office of Disarmanent Affairs; this will tend to have negative

repercussions on our work in the broad field of disarmament. We feel that

this body should be maintained and strengthened as a Secretariat coordination

centre in the field of disarmament and that it should be given the staff and

other resources it needs to fully carry out its functions.

In conclusion, my delegation considers that the work we do and the

efforts and decisions we make at this session will make us participants in

building a world of peace, security and cooperation.

Mr. KALPAGE (Sri Lanka): Sri Lanka welcomes the opportunity

presented by the resumed session of the First Committee to address the issues

of arms control and disarm~nent.
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(Mr. Kalpage. Sri Lanka)

We thank the Secretary-General and congratulate him for his report, in

which he seeks to analyse the new dimensions of arms control and disarmament

in the coming years. My delegation broadly agrees with the ~onceptual basis

suggested by the Secretary-General, namely, integration, globalization and

disarmament.

s added another dimension to non-military threats

Sri Lanka and other non-aligned countries have long advocated that

The United Nations should therefore take an integrated approach to

revitalization as a suitable thematic framework to address the substance as

underdevelopment represent the gravest danger to their security.

well as the methodology of future work in the field of arms control and

international peace and security should be considered in an integrated

majority of developing countries, the socio-economic constraints of

manner. This conviction is derived from the harsh reality that for the vast

Environmental degradation

but also its socio-economic development aspects. The vast outlays that will

to international peace and security.

peace-building can be lasting investments only if they are made sustainable

be· required to successfully conclude the current efforts of the UJiited Nations

international peace and security ay addressing not only its military aspects

in preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peace-keeping and post-conflict

through coordinated work.
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(Mr. Kalp-aqe, Sri Lanka)

Sri Lanka has all along supported the globalization of the disarmament

process. It has been our consistent policy to give primacy to multilateral

diplomacy in ensuring an equitabl~ and secure world order. We also believe

that the global approach to arms control and disarmament should be

complemented and augmented by regional and subregional initiatives in the

~ields of confidence-building, transparency, arms control and disarmament.

We should not forget the unresolved questions that have remained on our
traditional agenda for some time. The historic agreements between the United
States and the States of the former Soviet Union have considerably reduced the
nuclear threat and paved the way for further progress in this area. However,

the nuclear threat has assumed a different dimension as a result of the

diffusion of the ownership of nuclear weapons and the issues of so-called

latent proliferation.

The urgency of initiating multilateral negotiations on a nuclear test ban

is more visible now, in view of environmental considerations and in the

context ~f the heightened concerns with regard to the new risks of nuclear

proliferation.

As a party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)I which now has

150 States parties, Sri Lanka has a strong political commitment to

strengthening that important international instrument and making it last. It

constitutes an indispensable element of the international non-proliferation

regime. We realize, however, that NPT is not a panacea for all nuclear or

security ills. It can achieve only what it is designed to achieve, as a

stepping stone to a larger ;rocess of disarmament as envisaged in Article VI

of that Treaty.
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(Hr. Xalpgr Sd La:.lka)

In the revitalization of our agenda, the Secretary-General has rightly

pointed to a disturbing phenomenon. The illicit arms trade between the

so-called private arms dealers and irregular groups is proliferating. The

world scene today is a tragic reminder of the consequences of tbisillicit

arms trade, which is· driving a large number of conflicts in many democratic

countries. Whilst the majority of the victims of these conflicts are in the

developing world, some of the developed countries have not been spared

either. The General Assembly has already recognized the gravity of this

problem and has adopted a resolution whichestablish~dtheUniten Nations arms

Register. Tllis is clearly a most urgent security issue on the post-"cold-war

multilateral agenda. Its destabilizing manifestations are visible, in almost

all regions of the world. Strong financial interests s~em to propel this

illicit arms trade. Moreover, the illicit arms trade, drugtraffickinqand

terrorism are often interrelated and function internationally inaviclous

circle of mutual support.

With regard to the methodologies or the machinery required to address

this daunting agenda of the post-cold-war period, Neaqree with the

Secretary-General that a reassessment of the ezisting machinery would be in

order. My delegation feels that the present methodo1.ogies have no inherent or

fundamental flaws but can be mademoreresponsiv8to current realities by

their agendas and methods of work beingreviewed~

The First Committee and the United 'Nations Disarmament COllll'flissionhavea

useful and functional role in providing forums for deliberationatthepoJ.icy

level so that necessary political direction can be given to United Nations

work in the field of security and disarmament. Beyond that, we see the First

Committee as the main forum for political discussions in which ~rends of··
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We have always supported wider participation in the Conference on

relevance and competence of the Conference on Disarmament no longer exist.

It is natural that there could be some overlap in these two deliberative

given issue of common interest and concern.

We are happy to note that the cold-war-related apprehensions about the

and flexible on this issue.

(Mr. Kalpage, Sri Lanka)
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disbanding one institution in favour of another. My delegation remains open

solutions to these essentially political questions of integration by

so that further common ground can be developed and principles identified on a

political issues. It would perhaps be too simplistic to find institutional

Commissi~n has traditionally provided specialized focus to identified issues

common interests and concerns can be identified for action in a mora tocused

way for both deliberative and negotiating purposes. The Disarmament

forums, and indeed in other committees of the General Assembly which deal with

past decade, namely, the Convention on chemical weapons. We strongly feel

concluding the most comprehensive international disarmament instrument of the

The Conference has demonstrated its competence and dynamism by successfully

that the Conference should be supported and continue as the single

multilateral negotiating forum.

should be expanded, taking into account the current realitites of political

commensurate with its negotiating mandate. The membership of the Conference

balance. We do not see the need for a new exercise for a "ne"" composition" of

Disarmament, keeping in mind the necessity of maintaining a functional size

the Conference based primarily on the criterion of the military significance

of States. In an era in which security is sought by multilateral means and

through political action, it is essential that the Conference on Disarmament,
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(Mr. Ka1page. Sri Lanka)

as the single multilateral negotiating body, be truly representative of all

interests of the world community and be based on the sovereign equality of

States. ' The composition of this negotiating body should therefore reflect

this political axiom. Otherwise, its output may lack universal appeal and

negate the very purpose of multilateral negotiations.

Mr. COLLINS (Ireland): The representative of Denmark spoke earlier

in this debate on behalf of the European Community and its member States. I

associate myself with his remarks. The views submitted by the European

Community and its member States to the Secretary-General and in the Working

Paper submitted this morning represent, in greater detail than I can set forth

here, my delegation's views on the issues before us.

This resumed session of the First Committee has been convened for the

purpose of considering the report (A/C.1/47/7) entitled "New dimensions of

arms regulation and disarmament in the post-co1d-war era", issued by the

Secretary-General on 27 October 1992, which was the subject of an initial

debate in the First Committee on 11 November 1992. The focus since then, as

can be discerned from a glance at the Secretary-General's report prepared for

this resumed session of the First Committee, has been on the issue of

machinery, that is, the role and working methods of the three main disarmament

bodies: the First Committee, the United Nations Disarmament Commission and

the Conference on Disarmament.

Allow me to begin by quoting Under-Secretary-General Yasushi Akashi,

speaking in another context in 1991, on the general desirability of including

all States in the multilateral disarmament process:
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(Mr. Collins, Iraland)

"What brings us together is a shared conviction that multilateral arms

limitations and disarmament offer a gateway to a more peaceful, secure

world. Very few of the enduring security problems of the past and very

few of the emerging ones facing the world today can be solved without the

coordinated actions of large numbers of States. Thus, multilateralism is

not some lofty Utopian goal; it is not a favour that strong States offer

to weak ones; and, above all, it cannot be regarded as an option that we

pursue at our leisure. Rather, multilateralism has become an urgent

necessity - one that must engage the creative energies of all States."

(Disarmament, A Pe~iodic Review by the United Nations, Volume XIV,

Number 2, 1991, p. 33)
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(Mr. Collins. Ireland)

It is the task of the international conununity~ through the multilateral

disarmament forums, to debate, persuade, reconunend and, eventually in

appropriate areas, to negotiate the conditions in which States will perceive

that they have the necessary assurance of security with international support

to enable them to engage in measures of disarmament.

It is a truism to say that the disarmament machinery must be adapted to

the achievement of the policy objectives we have set ourselves. The

priorities, as far as my delegation is concerned, include the ultimate goal of

the complete elimination of nuclear weapons and the non-proliferation of

nuclear weapons; and, specifically, a comprehensive test-ban treaty has been a

cornerstone of our disarmament policy. While sympathetic to the views of

others on the machinery to be used to achieve a comprehensive test-ban treat~,

we have always thou.ght that it could best be achieved in the Conference on

Disarmament.

A second main objective of my delegation's disarmament policy relates to

the urgent need to address the issue of excessive accumulation·of conventional

weapons. In this context, Ireland has proposed a code of conduct on arms.·

transfers. We have in mind - and I stress this - a set ·of politically binding

principles and criteria, rather than a binding agreement on force levels and

arms holdings.

As I have said, our attitude to the machinery of disarmament must reflect

the necessities imposed by our policy objectives and by the reality of the

world as it is. Reality will dictate, for example, that some issues are 'not

ripe at any given moment for formal binding negotiations or agreements. This

may be the case, perhaps, with the code of conduct on arms transfers to which

I have just referred. In that sense, one can identify two broadstaqes in the
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(Mr. CQllins. Ireland)

disarmament prQcess. which I base Qn a more detailed. six-stage proceses

identified by Under-Secretary-G~neralYasushi Akashi in 1991. The first is a

deliberative. agenda-setting Qr guidelines stage. for which the First

CQmmittee and the Disarmament Commission are the primary vehicles; the second

stage is a treaty-making phase. for which the CQnference on Disarmament is the

unique multilateral body.

I do not suggest that the process is always as clean and Qrdered as the

schema I have just mentiQned. NQ dQubt th~~e is an element Qf deliberation in

the wQrk Qf the Conference on Disarmament - that is as it should be. There is

equally a pre-negotiating - fQr want Qf a better wQrd - dimension to the work

of the deliberative body Qf Qur Organization. the Disarmament Commission. The

tWQ bodies are. however. and must remain. distinct in their respective roles,

the Conference on Disarmament continuing to be the single multilateral

negotiating body and the Disarmament Commission being a deliberative bQdy. It

seems to my delegation that the Disarmament Commission. given the programme of

reform undertaken in 1990 and further reforms under consideratiQn. works

roughly as a deliberative b;)dy should. There is a certain amount of

wide-ranging general debate. which some have tended to view as untidineses

andlor duplication. That is probably the price to be paid for a serious

deliberative body.

As far as the First Committee is concerned. my delegation draws attention

to the proposals put forward this morning in the workin"g paper presented by

Denmark on behalf of the European Community and its member States. The report

of the Secretary-General makes specific Inention of the need for reform of the

Conference on Disarmament. In particular. the report opined, inter alia. that

"a comprehensive appro"lch is needed to addrass the structure ••• of the

Conference on Disarmam~:mt". (A/C. J,-_~·i/·;_L-'Q..<?-.r9 45)
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The report also suggests that the

"efforts of the Conference on Disarmament might be focused on

well-defined and urgent issues". (ibid.)

We are pleased to note that the Conference is considering the issue of

expanding its membership. My delegation has long believed that the Conference

should increase its membership and focus, as the Secretary-General suggests,

"on well-defined and urgent issues". As an indication of our commitment to

the Conference and to its important role in the schema of disarmament

machinery, Ireland applied for membership of the Conference in 1982. We

believe that the nature of the issues which the Conference must now address _

non-proliferation especially - concern and involve many countries. The

present composition of the Conference, as has been remarked here this morning,

and put most clearly by the representative of Sweden, "reflects a bipolar

world system that no longer exists". (A/C.1/47/PV.4L p. 66)

The issues facing the international community in the international arena,

together with the new international security situation, make a convincing case

for an urgent substantial enlargement of the Conference on Disarmament. May I

say in conclusion that my country considers itself, given its history in the

disarmament arena, eminently qualified to contribute to that task.

Mr. WLOSOWICZ (Poland): Poland welcomes the opportunity to address

during this resumed session of the First Committee the question of disarmament

in the new international environment and the role of the United Nations in

this field. We are of the view that the Secretary-General's report entitled

"New dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament in the post-cold-war era"

has been very helpful in generating a comprehensive review of a disarmament

agenda and its necessary adjustment to the present realities, requirements and

challenges. We generally endorse the main thrust of this reporto
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In particular, Poland shares the approach advocating integration of

disarmament into the broader context of international cooperative undertakings

to attain international peace and security, Effective disarmament cannot be

achieved in isolation from efforts aimed at the establishmept of a new system

of international security. For that reason, Poland strongly suports the

principle of i~tfgration of disarmament while preserving its identity.

We are iD full accord with the Secretary-General that the United Na~ .ons

sygcem and international organizations in general should play a more

significant role alsQ in raspect to the globalization of disarmament. Indeed,

this principle is consistent with a general desire of the international

community - to show special interest in the universalization ef. disarmament

agreements and efforts and the enhancement of the multilateral approach.

Natio~al security in today's interrelated world cannot be confined to the

immediate neighbourhood, e~'3:n on regional and subregional levels. An obvious

example of this is the non-proliferation Treaty and the need for its

universalization. May I, in this respect, renew the appeal to those States

still outsile the Treaty, and in-particular the States that emerged from the

former Soviet Union, to accede to the Treaty as non-nuclear States without

delay. At th~ same time, we fully recognize the importance of interaction

be~ween ~egional and global disarmament. Europe has a long list of

outstandinCj achievements in building a new mili.t:ary order on its continent.

The new military order is based on four principles~ openness and transparency

of military effort.s, refrai:'1i.ng from threatening activities, limitation of

an'1led iorces l ru..l continuous secul"ity dialogm:il.. It could constitute a source

~i inspiration for efforts undertaken on a global level. On the other hand,

the regional ~~chanism should be effectively used to 0nhanc~ the global

disarmament process. 1
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Another important principle set out-in the Secretary-General's reporc is

that of revitalization. Poland sUbscribes to the view tbat we h~ve an

important legacy of disarmament and ~rms-control agreements providing a solid

framework for furthering the dise.rmament and arms-control process todayfwe

should build upon it. It is also evident that the traditional disarmament

We ar~ encouraged by the progress already made in that respect. The

agenda needs to be ~eviewed to take into account the ~equirements and

challenges - and the new opportunities of the post-cold-~ar er~:l~

response of the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Conference on

Disarmament, the Disarmament Commission and the First Coml1iittee itse1f shows

that multilateral disarmament is keeping pace with the realities. While

weapons of mass destruction continue to be in the forefront ofmu1tila~eral

efforts, new emphasis should be given to such priority items as the

non-proliferation of all weapons - in particular nuc"lear weapons- '. and

transparency in armaments and arms transfers and other confidence-buildiriq

measures. It is in such areas that we see the potential of those bodies for

self-adaptation.

This leads me to the main agenda item forthi·s resumedsesSi.on:the

review of the existing disarmament machinery and an analys!s,ofways'andmeans

for increasing its efficiency and effectiveness.

Poland welcomes the reports presented on this sUbject.byt:heConferepce

on Disarmament, and we fully support their conclusions. 'In patticular,weare

strongly in favour of preservingtherolEfof the Conference as the sole

multilateral global negotiat,in9 body on disarlllament.With' the Conference's

a:1option of its programme of work for 1993 and its focus onweU:";defineg,

' ... -1'
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urgent issues, fears that there was no future for tr-e Conference after the

conclusion of the chemical-weapons Convention have been effectively

dispelled. The process needs to be consolidated, and we are confident that

the Conference will live up to expectations. We share the view that the

process should be conducted carefully and that decisions should not be forced

upon the Conference without giving it a chance to examine its own work.

The accumulated experience of the Conference on Disarmament was

remarkably enriched during the process of negotiating the chemical-weapons

Convention, and its negotiating ability and potential should be preserved. It

is from that perspective that we view the question of expanding the membership

of the Conference. Poland would support the approach of a limited expansion.

We are aware of the strong desire of many countries to become members of that

body. We should be responsive to such legitimate aspirations without

undermining the negotiating effectiveness of the Conference on Disarmament.

We should also try to find a better mechanism for involving non-member States

in the work of the Conference on Disarmament.

We are also encouraged by the experience of the Disarmament Commission to

date with its new, reformed work. Time is needed to see to what extent and in

what way that body can better serve the international disi':,~mament process.

One suggestion that might be considered in that context relates to making

better use of the time available between the Commission's organizational

session in December and its regular session in May. This could be used, for

example, for the preparation and distribution, well i~ advance, of appropriate

working papers for early consideration in capitals and f?r subsequent

discussion and adoption by the DisarmamAnt Commission.
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The First Committee continues to play an important role in carrying out

an exchange of views and in developing recommendations on disarmament and

international-security issues. The process of rationalization has continued

for more than a decade and has accelerated in recent years owing to

transformations in the international system; it has increased the

effectiveness of ~he Committee. Combining the debates on disarmament and

security items is the latest example.

items separately. Further efforts could be focused, inter alia, on:

,",aking action on each set of

However, there is still room for further improvement. First of all, it

seems advisable to discontinue the practice

rationalizing the Committee's agenda with a view to overcoming the sometimes

artificial dispersion of related items and to clustering them appropriately;

eXFanding and better structuring the phase in which specific agenda items are

considered, with the simultaneous reduction of the time allotted for general

debate; and the possibility of taking action on draft resolutions at the

concl,.lsion of consideration of an item, especially where draft resolutions

enjoy general support or where there is a well-established voting pattern.

In our overall review of the disarmament machinery we must not omit the

Office of Disarmament Affairs. A sound organizational structure and adequate

staff are crucial not only for the efficient functioning of other elements of

the multilateral disarmament machinery - namely the First Committee, the

Conference on Disarmament a'ld the Disarmament Commission - but also for

carrying out tasks and funccions entrusted directly to it. The undisturbed

operation of the Register of Conventional Arms and the exchange of information
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under confidence-building measures related to the biological-weapons

Convention depend to a large degree on the ability of the Off ice of

Disarmament Affairs to cope with those challenging tasks.

Since the report of the Secretary-General on new dimensions of arms

regulation and disarmament envisages even more tasks for that Office,

appropriate measures in terms of staff and resources are required to ensure

smooth and efficient functioning.

In conclusions, 1 would like to stress our sdpport for the notion that

there is a need for a coordinated system whichwould allow the international

cornmunity to address major disarmament prob1ems promptly, flexibly and

efficiently. Achieving that goal does not necessarily involve the

establishment of a new machinery. We are in favour of examining existing

bodies and organs, their structures, functions, methods of work and working

agendas. ~t ;should be a detailed and careful examination guided by the main

criteria of.fheir relevance and potential for dealing effectively with the

requirements of the post-cold-war disarmament agenda and of their ability to

adapt to present circumstances.

Mr. RIVERO (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): At the First

Committee's special meeting held during the main part of the forty-seventh

session, my delegation offered pre1iminary comments on the report of the

Secretary-General entitled "New dimensions of arms regulation and disarmament

in the post-cold-war era". After a more carefu1 analysis of the report and in

the light of General Assembly decision 47/422 of 9 December 1992, in

accordance with which we have resumed our work and which invited Member States

to submit their views on this item, the Government of the Republic of Cuba

submitted its reply to the Secretary-General, which is to be found in document

document A/47/887.
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In that light, and as Jl cQntributiQn tQ the successful QutCQme of Qur

sessiQn under the timetable propQsed by the Chairman, my delegation wishes to

make a few brief CQnunents Qn the matters befQre 1,1;;'",' the reassessment of the

multilateral disarmament ma~hinery and the roles and interrelation of its

various constituent bodies.

In ou~ view, we must first and foremost start with the premise that the

present machinery was established by consensus, with the full agreement of all

States Members Qf the United Nations as of the first special session of the

General Assembly devQted to disarmament in 1978.
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Let us not forget that. at that time, there still prevailed the tension

and division arising from the cold war climate then characterizing

international relations and which no doubt exercised an influence upon our

Organization and thus upon multilateral efforts in the sphere of disarmament.

The end of confrontation and military bipolarity and the essential elimination

of the tension ensuing therefrom should make it possible to lend significant

new impetus and revitalized political will to the task of achieving the

aspirations in arms control and disarmament to which the international

c<.>mmunity has aspired for many years, including nuclear disarmament and the

total and definitive cessation of nuclear testing.

It is from that general perspective that my delegation approaches the

efforts that we must make at this time to re-evaluat~ the existing

multilateral disarmament machinery. Specifically, our considerations

concerning the current organs of this machinery and their interrelationship,

and the manner in which we shc~_d envisage their future activity, can be

outlined as follows.

First, concerning the role and responsibilities of the General Assembly

in the sphere of arms control and disarmament, we believe that it should

continue to be the principal deliberative body for multilateral discussion~

The General Assembly, a democratic organ par excellence in whi~h all States

Members of the Organization are represented, should continue to consider the

principles governing disarmament and arms control issues and to adopt

recommendations to that effect.

Secondly, the Security Council already plays a concrete rol~ in arms

control and disarmament, and we do not believe that it is necessary or

desirable to expand the responsibilities of that organ in this sphere. We
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m1.&st bear especially in mine: that disarmament measures adopted as a resu_lt of

a negotiating process between various States tend to reflect the sovereign

desire of those States to eliminate or limit a type or pategoryof arms

systems, particularly those that are considered possible threats to regional

or international peace and security. Under no circumstances can the

negotiating process be imposed by a,y organ of the United Nations, especially

the Security Council.

Thirdly, the First Committee should continue to focus its attention

exclusively on all the disarmament and international security issues allocated

to it. Although some advances have been made in past years in the

rationalization of its work. we should endeavour to improve ana further refine

that work in order that the First Committee might achieve even more successful

results. Accordingly, we are prepared to consider favourably any ideas

directed towards that end. We wish to stress, however, that other items -

items unrelated to the present subject - should not be added, since that would

surely contribute to diluting our work, which, with the end of the cold war,

has the potential to gain greater impetus.

Fourthly, as to the Conference on Disarmament, we have the two documents

it prepared and adopted by ~onsensus. Not only are those documents the fruits

of the efforts of the respe'~tive Chairmen of that organ for January and

February, and of the consultations held under their stewardship, but they also

provide a very useful evaluation of thOS9 consultations concerning the item on

ra-evaluating the multilate~al machinery. My delegation shares the view that

we should maintain the special status of that organ, which should continue to

be the multilateral negotia~ing forum for disarmament, having a limited

membership, adopting its decisions by consensus, and maintaining its
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established link with the General Assembly in reportinq upon its work. A

process is under way in that forum aimed at refininq its work and reappraisinq
its aqenda,composition and methods of work. Cuba welcomes this effort and
our deleqation to the Conference will make its contribution. Clearly, the

present membership of the Conference leaves room for improvement, and we are

prepared to exchanqe views on its expansion. 'The focus, however, should be on
improvement rather than restructurinq.

Fifthly, the Disarmament Commission has thus far played an importak. role
as a deliberative body of the General Assembly, charqed with considerinq a
variety of problems of particular relevance to arms control and disarmament
prior to conditions beinq ripe for initiatinq a multilateral neqotiatinq

process. Precisely because it is an orqan open to all States Members of the

United Rations and because of its~:eliberative character, and especially

followinq the improvements introduced to enhance its work, the Disarmament
Commission should, in my deleqation's view, continue to operate - althouqh
additional measures may have to be adopted to enable it to fulfil its

responsibilities with qreater efficiency.

Sixthly, in as much as the United Rations Secretariat bears the important
responsibility of attendinq to the requirements of the disarmament machinery,
it should beqivGn all due support. Followinq the special session of 1978,

its structures were strenqthened to enable the Secretariat to perform the

tasks entrusted to it at that time. Recently, however, as a result of chanqes
wrouqht by the Secretary-General, the Secretariat staff has been reduced not

only in rank but in number. There is even the persistent rumour that the

Office oi Diaarmament Affairs may be transferred to Geneva. My deleqation is

of the view that the United Rdtions structure should have the staffinq and
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I would. however. remind them of the following rule of procedure by which

I shall now call upon those delegations wishing to speak in exercise of

thus concluded its general exchange of views on the issues before it.

the right of reply.

the Committee will be guided. The number of interventions in the exercise of

two per item. The first intervention in the exercise of the right of reply

the right of reply for any delegation at a given meeting should be limited to

for any delegation o~ any item at a given meeting should be limited to

10 minutes. and the second intervention should be limited to five minutes •.
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1 hierarchical rank commensurate with the important activity that the United ~
f Nations is being called upon to carry out in this sphere. Even if no actual I1,.

proposal has been made to transfer the Office to Geneva, it should be bo~ne in
• I

The CHAIRMAN: We have heard the last speaker. The Committee has

mind that disarmament activities are essentially and by definition po1iti9al;

Organization. which are based at Headquarters.
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Mr. TANAKA (Japan): I wish simply to state that the reference to my

country by the representative of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea is

totally unfounded and irrelevant to our present agenda.

Mr. YOO (Republic of Korea): A while ago, the representative of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea, deviating from the subject we are

considering and from the constructive atmosphere of discussion, made some

inaccurate references regarding the policy of my Government on nuclear issues.

It is inappropriate for me to go intn detail on a question which is being

discussed at the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. However, for

the sake of the record, I should like to mention that the policy and the facts

related to this policy - as enunciated in the presidential declaration of the

Republic of Korea of 1990 and as expressed in a subsequent agreement between

the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea in 1992 on

the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula - remain unchanged. This will

correct all points of inaccuracy in the statement of the representative of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

Mr. PAK (Democratic People's Republic of Korea): I should like to

mention, with regard to the statement of my colleague from south Korea

concerninq the nuclear question on the Korean peninsula, that it is necessary

to remember that the nuclear question on the Korean peninsula derives from the

deployment of nuclear weapons in south Korea by the United States.

Accordinqly, if the South Korean authorities are truly interested in the

solution of the nuclear question, they should regularly open up United States

nuclear weapons and nuclear bases in south Korea and demand their withdrawal.

May I also recall one:>ther thing. As for the development of nuclear

weapons by south Korea, I will not touch upon it owing to the limited time. A
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memorandum from the MinisteI of Foreign Affcir~ ~f the Democratic People's

Republic ef Korea on the development of nuclear weai,?ons by south Korea will be

circulated as a document of the Security CQnncl~. !~ will be ~elpful for an

underst?nding of. the standard so~~~h li.orea has acnievle~ in its nuclear

development.

PkOGRAMME OF WORK

tomorrow the Co~~ittee will p~ocoed t~ the n&xt ~t~g~ 01 its w~rKI n~ely,

co£.sicieration t)£ t.he conclu 3i"'ns and l·':I'.:OIl''lI':, ldatlons \:hat c.~onld la'ter be

reflected as nEIC'4!S~ary as a draft resolution or ,:!.ec' III iOll. for tha conside.o: ation

and apP"o';~l of tb.'" COl1lln.l t::-ee.
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